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Abstract
Themachine vision system (MVS) has been heavily publicized because ofits
potentially crucial contribution to robotics. It is essential to alignment and inspection tasks
hi integrated circuit components' assembly equipment. The objective ofthis thesis was to
examine the capability of aMVS to assist in the automated robot assembly ofthe dual-in
line device (DIL) and surface-mounted-device (SMD). The DIL, with 8x2-pin, and the
SMD, with 24x16-pin, were used asmodels, while anAdept SCARA robot was used as
the robot system. Amagnet-type end effector, with a force sensor, was also designed to be
incorporatedwith the vision system to measure applied force during assembly. A vision
accuracy of0.12mm/pixel and
0.12
was obtained, and an overall reliability of91% for
chip recognition and inspectionwas achieved. A complete assembly cycle time of75
seconds, operating at a low robot speed of 50mm/sec (2in/sec), was recorded. The end
effector detected assembly force with an average of 5. 1% tolerance from the preset value.
Polynomial fitting functions, calculated by using the Least Squares method, were
employed to interpolate the experimental calibration data and to improve the force sensor
accuracy ofthe end effector. Descriptions oftheAdept robot system, vision system, and
force sensing end effector are included.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Today, the microprocessor is widely utilized in various fields. There are increasing
demands that microprocessors be able to performmore powerful functions in the same
sized package. In order to provide these powerful functions within the same space, more
and more devicesmust be concentrated in a small area when fabricating a printed circuit
board. Consequently, assembly and inspection of such a complicated array of components
poses a critical problem Most manufacturing processes require the parts to be properly
positioned and oriented before being either introduced into a machine or handled by a
placing machine. Position and orientation of a component sometimes can be preserved
between operations; but this is not done as often as would be expected. Very few in
dustrial robots in use today can perform "the
job"
when the components are not pre-
positioned and pre-oriented. This situation causes product defects or reduces the rehabihty
of assembly lines. Generally, there are three fundamental sources of error affecting
integrated circuit component assembly: the robot placement system, the printed circuit
board, and the component itself.
The first source ofpotential error is related to the robot placement system A
conventional robot placement system relies purely on mechanical structure to achieve its
accuracy. Using such a machine requires operators to teach the robot every point on each
new board. In addition, some transporting systems, for example the conveyor system, are
not able to stop at a desired location. Therefore, high accuracy is rarely obtainedwhen
using a traditional robot system; this significant source of error contributes to total place
ment error.
The second source of error originates from theprinted circuit board (PCB). There
are three types of error associated with the PCB. The primary concern is the fixturing of
the PCB. Error can be introduced when the PCB is clamped in the fixture, due to the im
proper positioning or orientation ofthe PCB. Once the board is clamped, this error contri
butes to system inaccuracy. Printed materials on the PCB are a second concern. The print
ed materials must be properly positioned on specified locations for successful completion
offuture operations and processing. The third concern is due to the mechanical operations
performed on the PCB. Operations such as dulling and milling, must also have proper
positioning and orientation with respect to the circuit board. These errors cannot be over
come by current robot systems, because a robot will only execute a pre-taught program
without any allowance for self-correction. Therefore, pin breakage will occur during
assembly; this particular damage inhibits the achievement of a well-connected circuit.
The third significant error is due to defects in the chip itself. Manufacturing errors
may cause chip leads to be distortedwith respect to its body, or some pins may bemiss
ing. Since the chip body is used for the placement ofthe pins, any pin distortion will result
inmisahgnment ofpins to boardseven ifthe body is placed correctly. Although this com
ponent error can be eliminated by implementing a careful rnanufacturing process and/or
establishing a pre-check step before the chips are loaded into the feeder, occasionally a
defective chip is introduced. This defective chip is referred to as a local error ofthe inte
grated circuit chip assembly process. To improve the accuracy ofthe system and eliminate
the three fundamental sources of error, the use of industrial robots in this non-ideal
environment requires sensors. When chips are not properly positioned and/or oriented, or
boards are inaccurately fixtured, it may still be possible to employ an industrial robot
equippedwith suitable sensors to complete the required tasks. A suitable general-purpose
sensor-based system is the Machine Vision System (MVS) [1-2].
Years ago, reports of successfulMVS operations came mainly from universities
and publicly supported research labs. In the last few years, a number ofinnovative systems
have demonstrated the use ofvisual input and sophisticated computer processing to
achieve a variety ofmanufacturing goals. Now, many ofthose early experiments are being
converted to hardware and software which are utilized on factory floors [3-5]. JimField et
aL has indicatedMVS provides a cost-effective way ofreliably placing surface-mounted-
devices [6]. Precise mounting ofimprecisely presented car bumpers has been proven
feasible using a vision-guided robot on an automated assembly [7]. Also, the attachment of
electrical connectors to a solar arraywas accomplished using a vision sensory system to
perform the task [8]. Building on theses earlier examples, visual inspection has become a
tool to assist humanswith small parts sorting and inspection for manufacturing applica
tions [9-10]. Visual inspection ofchip placement is currently performed by human opera
tors. In practice, this is a slow and costly process. Chip inspection is still an important
visual task; thus there is an ever increasing demand for automatic optical inspection
systems to control chip assembly [11-12].
The first MVS application appeared in chip assembly in the late 1970s and early
1980s, replacing manual chip alignment with automatic systems. In 1975, the pilot
SIGHT-Ivision systemwas effectively demonstrated in the laboratory. It was fully inte
grated into production in 1977 [13]. The object ofthisMPS is to precisely handle a part
and correctly insert it into a particular location.
Typically, a vision system consists of some fundamental equipment: a computer, a
camera, a picture digitizer, special picture processing hardware, and governing software.
Basically, this equipment is used to establish object images and present them on a compu
termonitor. These images are actually 2D images; however, some theoretical 3D images
have been demonstrated by Chen and Vayda [14-15]. Acquired images are presented in two
modes: binary scale images and gray scale images. Binary scale imaging is the easiest
method for image display, because the object is seen as black or white by comparing its
light intensitieswith a threshold value [16]. Gray scale imaging separates the light inten
sities into several different threshold values which can present images more accurately.
After image acquisition, some vision operationsmay be applied during image processing.
These vision operations analyze acquired images to establish the characteristics ofthe
object. Therefore, the robot system can distinguish different objects or inspect some pre
determined critical dimensions based on the gathered image information. To complete
various operations, it is the gathered image information that is guiding the robot system to
the correct locationwith a proper orientation on the end effector. With the aid of a vision
system, the general errors described above can be eliminated, while also improving the
accuracy of chip assembly.
This paper examines the efficiency of aMVS added to a robot system in order to
assist in the tasks of chip acquisition, reorientation, and placement in a small scale chip
assembly. The robot used for the assembly is anAdept robot system, equipped with a
'window-based'
vision system The images acquired by the vision system are presented as
2D binary scale images on a monitor. In addition, various vision operationswill be applied
to these binary images in order to enhance chip recognition and inspection. Two different
types ofchips are used in the assembly: a 76-pin dual-in-line device (DIL) and a 24x16-
pin surface-mounted-device (SMD). Considering the pin structure, it is reasonable to
assume that the DIL is a 3D object but the SMD is a 2D object. Since the vision system
can only analyze 2D images, a special piece ofequipment, i.e., a mirror, is employed to
inspect the pin pitch and pin number ofDILs. The hghting source used for the DIL is a
small fluorescent light, which ismounted on the robot to provide uniform ittumination. In
the SMD case, pin width and pin pitch have smaller dimensions than theDIL does. Com
monly, it is not easy to inspect such small dimensions using a projection hghting source, so
a back hghting table is utilized to provide high contrast pin images for vision operation.
On the other hand, the PCB is transported by a conveyor systemwhich is controlled by
digital I/O signals. A microswitch is used to generate these digital I/O signals; so the PCB
can be transported to a pre-defined bounded area. In industrial chip assembly, the maxi
mum acceptable force applied during the chip insertion is 0.05N [17]. In order to achieve
this small load, a magnetic-type sensor-based end effector was designed and built to
perform this task.
The contents ofthis paper include an exposition ofthe basic concepts ofthe hard
ware components and theAdept vision system in Chapter II and Chapter III. Chapter IV
introduces the design algorithm ofthe end effector and its force calibration results. The
assembly precision requirements are illustrated in Chapter V. The final discussions of
overall assembly accuracy and vision performances are described in Chapter VI.
CHAPTER H
HARDWARE COMPONENTS
2.1 Adept Robot System
AnAdept robot is used to perform the chip assembly processing. It has controlled
path capability but paths and robot actions can be modified to suit the particular operation.
Computer control and sensory feedback allow thisAdept robot to react to its environment.
TheAdept robot is four-axis joint-type SCARA (Selective Compliance AssemblyRobot
Arm) robot; joints 1, 2, and 3 are rotational and joint 4 is translational. An angular servo
control system is used to provide position and velocity feedback in order to position the
joint motors to the desired angles [18-19]. In addition, the digital I/O board can be
connected for signal input from sensors aswell as output for controlling other equipment.
TheAdept robot is designed for direct drive, with a large work volume and a 9kg
(19.81bm) payload. The work envelope oftheAdept robot can be extended from 230mm
(9in) to 800mm (31.5in), from the robot base, in theX-Yplane, and 470mm (18.5in) in the
Z direction, from top to bottom. This large work envelope and rotation capability provide
a good working space and allow for the locating ofobjects inmultiple locations. The
Adept robot also incorporates the vision system as an important sensor. Based on image
analysis, the vision system has the ability to guide the robot to a desired location. It is this
vision system that makes theAdept robot overcome the drawbacks oftraditional robot
systems, and largely enhances its reliability [20]. The following figure (Figure 1) shows the
configuration oftheAdept robot and itswork envelope.
A- eH
\ &-D-JJ
a
Ri Minimum reach 230mm
Ro Maximum reach 800mm
A Inner link 425mm
B Outer link 375mm
C Quill retracted 875mm
D Quill extended 675mm
figure 1. Configuration of the Adept Robot and Its Work Envelope
2.2 Chips andPrinted Circuit Board
Integrated circuit components (IC) have been broadly utilized in computer sys
tems. These components, developed frommicroprocessor technology, contain a number
ofbonding wires inside packages ofdifferent types and weights. The dual-in-line leaded
chip (DIL), small outline transistor (SOT), small outline integrated circuit (SOIC, or sim
ply SO), plastic leaded chip carrier (PLCC), and leadless ceramic chip carrier (LCCC) are
commonly used [21]. Although there are many different types ofchips, all ofthe chips can
be briefly divided into two groups, based on their insertionmethods: through-hole compo-
nents and surface-mounted components. A through-hole component is inserted into some
aligned holes when it ismounted on the circuit board. Conventional solder technology is
used to affix the chip into its location. Surface mounted components are innovative de
vices used instead ofthrough-hole components. This type of components is simply placed
on the circuit board with necessary footprints, so the lead width and lead pitch can be
shrunk to a very small scale. In addition, through the aid of surface mounted technology,
there is no requirement to drill or mill holes on a circuit board. Therefore, processing of
surface mounted components is greatly reduced. Based on these two typical groups, a
dual-in-line component (DIL) with 7<5-pins and a surface-mounted-component (SMD)
with 24x7<5-pins were selected for this automated vision guided chip assembly project.
The typical structures of these ICs are shown in Figure 2.
PlCC
Figure 2. Chip Structures [21]
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The PCB is utilized as the base onwhich to locate the integrated circuit compo
nents. It connects each component and constructs a well-defined circuit for chip communi
cations and data transfer. There are always some aligned holes, printed marks, and foot
prints on the PCB to indicate the locations ofcircuit components. The customPCS used
for this project has been printedwith necessary footprints and has drilled aligned holes for
locating fiveDILs and one SMD. The dimension ofthe chip and the PCB used in this pro
ject are listed in Table I and Table 2, respectively.
Type Leads
Lead
Pitch
IPl
Lead
Width
Iwl
Maximum
Length
TLl
Maximum Width
ofBody
rAi
Maximum Width
ofDevice
[WI
Typical
Height
[CI
DIL
SMD
16
24x16
2.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
19
24
6
14
8
20
2.9
2
Table 1. Dimension of the DTJL and SMD (mm)
Type Maximum Maximum Lead Hole Lead Hole Footprint Footprint
Length Width Diameter Space Number Space
PCB 178 152
DIL 1 1.5
SMD 24x16 0.5
Table 2. Dimension of the PCB (mm)
2.3 Camera
Before a machine vision system can be applied to process an object, it is necessary
to capture the object's image. This task is commonly undertaken by a camera. A camera
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mounted on a robot system not only can be applied to capture the image, but can also be
utilized to enhance the robot's ability. Since the objective ofthe robot system is to assist
the user to perform faster andmore accurate tasks, enhancing the ability of a conventional
robot system also expands the capability range. In addition, by employing image analysis, a
robot equipped with a camera can overcome some shifting and orientation errors ofthe
object. Therefore, a traditional robot system can be enabled to process more complex
taskswhile acquiring the ability to increase its accuracy.
Since a camera is employed to provide the 'seeing' ability on a robot system, it is
necessary to understand the structure and the function of a camera. Typically, cameras are
composed offour basic parts. Each part performs a different task during image acquisi
tions, and is then combined with the others to engender a complete 'seeing' capability.
These four parts are: the video camera body, the lens, the pixels, and the camera imaging
surface.
Video Camera Body The video camera body is the camera itselfwithout equipment,
and is utilized for machine vision. It is generally used to construct a complete sequence for
image acquisition and transformation. When the light enters the camera by passing through
a lens mounted in front ofthe camera body, the camera body then supplies power to cre
ate charges for each part ofthe light sensitive electronic surface. After charges have been
created and registered, the camera bodywill collect those charges corresponding to the
light intensity entering the camera. These charges are digitized and transferred to the pro
cessor for image generation. After each complete operation, the power supplied to the
12
electronic surface will be temporally turned off and the camera body will wait for the next
image acquisition command to acquire another image. It is this video camera body that
establishes an image acquiring-sequence for image processing.
Camera Imaging Surface -- A camera imaging surface is used to acquire an image [22], It
is a compositional array ofthe pixel cells that store charges, replacing the film used in a
traditional camera. A pixel, the smallest unit of information a vision system can return to
the processor, is the basic unit of a picture element. The number ofpixels the system can
process determines the system resolution, which can affect the computer processing time
needed to analyze an image. A pixel is a light sensor or photo detectorworking on an op
erating principle called 'charge
coupling'
[23]. In specific locations in the silicon semicon
ductor material, small amounts of electric charge are created by the field of a pair ofgate
electrodes situated very close to the surface ofthe silicon at that location. This charge
generation is due to the release offree electrons in the semiconductor by light which has
entered the camera body. When light falls on the pixel element, either in a row of indivi
dual elements or at the row-column intersection of an array, the initial charge is increased
by an amount proportional to the light level. Once the charges have been gathered on the
pixel, a photo detector placed at the end of each row (or column) in the pixel array counts
the number ofthe charges and digitizes them. The digitized numbers inside an array indi
cate light intensity level received by the photo detectors. The value that is placed in that
cell will be a shade ofgray or a binary number: 0 or 1. Larger light intensities provide
higher intensity values on the pixels; the color ofthe images acquired from those pixels are
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lighter than the other. Inmost cases, these pixel values are presented as various gray
levels, which are compared with a threshold value. Ifthe values are smaller than the
setting threshold value, such pixels are shown as black blocks. On the other hand, ifvalues
are equal or larger than the threshold value, then white blocks will appear. In order to re
present the image more accurately, it is sometimes possible to set two different threshold
values. Once the second threshold is apphed, the pixel values located in between the large
and small threshold values are presented as white blocks. The pixel values higher than the
large threshold value or lower than the small threshold value are seen as black blocks. A
typical pixel array of a camera imaging surface is shown in Figure 3. The number inside
each cell ofthe pixelmatrix indicates the light intensity on that pixel.
88 82 84 88 85 83 80 93 102
88 80 78 80 80 78 73 94 100
85 79 80 78 77 74 65 91 99
38 35 40 35 39 74 77 70 65
20 25 23 28 37 69 64 60 57
22 26 22 28 40 65 64 59 61
24 28 24 30 37 60 58 56 66
21 22 23 27 38 60 67 65 67
23 22 22 25 38 59 64 67 66
Figure 3. A Pixel Matrix and Light Intensities
When a single threshold value is apphed on the pixelmatrix, a pixel is shown either
white or black by comparing the given pixel value with the specified threshold value; case
1. If a second threshold value, case 2, is apphed, a pixelwill be comparedwith both
threshold values to present the correct pixel image. Sample values of case 1 and 2 are
shown below in Figure 4.
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Case 1 Case 2
88 82 84 88 85 83 80 93 102
88 80 78 80 80 78 73 94 100
85 79 80 78 77 74 65 91 99
38 35 40 35 39 74 77 70 65
137 69 64 60 57
22 26 22 28
24 23-24 30
21 22 23 27
40 65 64 59 61
37 60 58 56 66
38 60 67 65 67
t*W*W*W% 38 59 64 67 66
Setting Threshold 1 = 30
Number higher than 30 => White
Number lower than 30 => Black
88 82 84 88 85 83 80 93 102
88 80 78 80 80 78 73 94 100
91 9985 79 80 78 77 74 65
38 35 40 35 39 74 77 70 65
20 25 23 28
22 26 22 28
24 28 24 30
21 22 23 27
37 69 64 60 57
40 65 64 59 61
37 60 58 56 66
38 60 67 65 67
23 22 22 25 38 59 64 67 66
Setting Threshold 1 = 30
Setting Threshold 2 = 90
Number lower than 30 or
higher than 90 => Black
Number among 30 and 90
=> White
Figure 4. Threshold Setting Applied to the Pixel Matrix
2. 4 Lighting Sources
Because the vision system is totally dependent on the light reflected from the
object to acquire an image, hghting is an important factor influencing a vision system, and
the source and direction ofhghting greatly effects the image representation. Typically,
there are several different hghting sources which can be used with a vision system: diffuse
hghting, back hghting, directional hghting, structured hghting, and strobe hghting [24].
Diffuse lighting inuminates a surface with light that strikes the surface frommany different
angles. Thus, shadows and reflections can be minimized. This hghting source can be ap
phed on high-contrast objects, complicated objects, spherical objects, or objects requiring
multiple inspections ofinterior features. A back lighting source is placed behind a part.
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This type ofhghting allows the vision system to ignore surface structure while concen
trating strictly on the boundaries of a part, so it can be apphed to a shiny part or a part
which has a highly variable gray level on its surfaces. Directional lighting is placed at a
special angle in order to illuminate some critical features ofthe object. Although this
hghting source can be utilized to light a particular portion ofan object, it also produces
some unnecessary shadows. Those shadows will be seen as a part ofthe object. Thus, the
real structure ofan object will be misapprehend, and the vision operation will result in an
incorrect analysis. It is therefore necessary to consider the mounting place, light direction,
camera mounting place, and camera mounting direction to correctly capture an image.
Structured lighting consists of a highly collimate light source to inuminate an object, for
example, laser or lens focused light. It can reveal the length of a shadow or the depth ofa
surface feature. The shadow, in this case, becomes an important factor, which allows a
vision system to inspect a special feature of an object. Commonly, some very small struc
tures on the object are candidates for using the structured hghting. The last hghting source
to be discussed is strobe lighting. Sharp, clear objects that are moving, often require
strobe hghting (electronic flash). A hghting pulse ofvery short duration is generated to
inuminate the moving object at a specific location. Most strobes are characterized by a
very short duration oftime that the light is on, often from 1/3000 of second to 1/10,000 of
a second. The short duration will stop anymovement, and the brightness will cancel any
undesired light sources. This hghting source is primarily used when the object is carried by
a conveyor. The above defined hghting sources are shown in Figure 5.
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object is moving
Figure 5. Various Lighting Sources
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CHAPTER m
ADEPT ROBOT GOVERNING SOFTWARE
The system software that supports the operation ofuser apphcation programs is an
important feature ofrobot control systems. The software is not only used to control robot
motion, but it also provides the capacity for the user to teach the robot as well. Although
today's technologies have developedmore powerful and functional software to support
the increasing demand in regard to governing robot behavior, programming is generally a
conventional method in most ofthe robot systems [25]. When a vision system is employed
in conjunctionwith a robot system, programming technique will not be desired under such
circumstances because it has no image processing abilities. Therefore, Adept Technology
Company developed 'window-based' software to overcome the drawbacks oftraditional
programming methods. This
'window-based'
software makes use of a computer mouse
and a monitor to perform programming tasks. The user can visualize the object's images
on a monitor and can simply modify those images through the
'chck-and-drag'
mouse
function. Another benefit ofusing
'window-based'
software control is that it provides easy
use, reliability, and a flexible environment for robot control. There are four fundamental
governing software programs inside theAdept robot system: assembly and information
management (AIM) system, Visionware, Motionware, and the Sequence Editor. Figure 6
shows the basic structure ofthis governing software.
19
r> c
k
MotionWare
Location Definition
Path Generation
Command Usage
-| Statement Generation
Order Organization
Figure 6. Basic Governing Software ofAdept Robot System
3. 1 Assembly and InformationManagement System
Assembly and InformationManagement (AIM) system is the Adept robot's top-
level databasemanagement system The database in theAIM system is used to keep track
ofall the data for the whole robot system Within the database is a collection ofrecords.
These records are a key ingredient in the AIM system because they include the fields that
hold individual pieces ofinformation. Each portion ofinformation is generated from other
sub-software, such as Visionware orMotionware. After data analysis is completed, the
AIM systemwill gather the acquired information, based on the information sources, and
store them in a different databases. This step is referred to as database storage. Databases
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commonly are divided into two groups: vision database and motion database. It is these
two database groups that allow theAIM system to easily search the required information
for further processing. After the databases have been established: when the program is ex
ecuted, theAIM system can perform a task on the database: checking and linking. The
AIM system first checks the gathered information (or value) in each record by comparing
it with the value that has been defined by the user, for example, the length of an object's
edge, the radius or a circle, and the distance between two points, etc. If a desired condi
tion ofdata checking has been achieved, theAIM system then is able to execute the data
base linking. The linkage ofthe database is followed according to the ordering ofprogram
statements. TheAIM system decideswhere to search the required database, when to apply
the adaptive value, and how to link the database to complete a single task on each state
ment. The above described processes are referred to as the database management ofthe
Adept robot system
3.2 Visionware System
A vision system is essential for alignment and inspection tasks in today's assembly
equipment [26]. TheAdept Visionware (Vision Software) system involves usage oftwo
modules to achieve this goal. One module is called the vision module and the other is
called the robotmodule. The visionmodule has the ability to measure, inspect, analyze,
and recognize the object's image [27-28]. The robot module is used to perform the task of
robot motion control. When the exact location of a part has been decided by the vision
module, the robot module provides a transformation in between robot location and image
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positions. It is this transformation whichmakes the robot systemmove a specific distance
and rotation angle to achieve an accurate object location.
There are several essential functions that theAdept 'window-based' Visionware
can provide for vision apphcations. These various functions are governed by the AGS-
GV systemwhich is the core software that the Visionware uses to complete image
analyses. ThisAGS-GV system is shown inAppendixA; each accessory used to support
theAGS-GV system is also described. These essential functions are boundary analysis,
modeling, and vision transformation. The following sections describe the concepts ofthe
Vision-ware's essential functions and the characteristic operations that they can perform
BoundaryAnalysis Boundary analysis locates objects by looking for bounded areas (a
closed string oflines and/or arcs) in the field-of-view, and returns information about those
object sizes, locations, perimeters, etc. The boundary analysis decides the boundary ofan
object by comparing the light intensities between pixel arrays. There are two scales that
theAGS-GV system can process: the binary scale vision and the gray scale vision [29]. The
binary scale vision is the simplest method to present an object's image, because the image
within the field-of-view is separated into black andwhite blocks. The determination ofthe
black orwhite blocks is achieved by comparing the light intensity ofa pixel with a certain
threshold value. AH pixels with values higher than the predetermined threshold value are
seen as white, while those below that value are seen as black. Since there are only black
and white blocks, the boundaries ofan object provide a large intensity drop. This large
intensity drop is easily detected by the vision system; so the boundaries of an object can be
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correctly decided. Unlike the binary scale vision which uses only black and white blocks,
the gray scale vision uses 725 levels (from intensity 0 to intensity 127) to represent the
image. Each level has a specific light intensity value; consequently, the value that is placed
in the pixel will be represented by a particular shade ofgray. Commonly, the gray scale
vision is not used on the boundary analysis, because its gray level ehrninates the large light
intensity drop at the object's boundary: which can reduce the accuracy ofboundary analy
sis. A simple demonstration of an object represented by the binary scale vision and the
gray scale vision, using a 22x16 pixel array, is shown in Figure 7.
A sample object
Object image represented
by Gray Scale Vision
Object image represented
by Binary Scale Vision
Figure 7. Gray Scale Vision and Binary Scale Vision
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Image Recognition Image recognition involves two important parts: image modeling
and image nmtching. Image modeling allows the vision system to store models ofobjects;
the main purpose ofthis operation is to compare stored models with real objects in order
to recognize those objects [30]. Before an image model can be established, image training
must be performed. Image training generates an idealized 'vision
model'
ofan object.
This idealized visionmodel portrays individual characteristics concerning the object's size,
area, perimeter, or boundary, etc. After sufficient characteristics have been established,
this idealized imagemodel is stored in the database as the basic information for image
matching. When an object enters the field-of-view, the image matching first places the
trained vision model in itsmemory and instructs the vision system to see ifthis object
matches the model correctly. This procedure is performed by comparing the location of
the boundary or the image area ofthe object with that ofthe stored vision models. Once
the image matching has been successfiuly performed, the robot system is able to correctly
recognize this object; then the object's location and orientation are calculated and stored
in other databases for the further operations.
Vision Transformation Guided vision is, essentially, the process ofputting together
several pieces ofinformation to create a vision transformation. Vision transformation is
used to calculate the relationships in between the vision system and the robot motion
system. Since information about an object can be acquired only by the vision system, it is
required to introduce the information into the system such that the robot can precisely
achieve object location. When a part is presented under the camera, the camera calibration
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is first apphed to establish the location relationships in between robot base and camera
position. The vision systemwill then provide various vision tools to specify the exact
location and orientation ofthe part. The location databases are stored in the coordinate
system ofVisionware as the vision location, while the orientation databases are used to
calculate the rotating angle ofthe end effector. Combining the camera calibration, vision
location, and orientation information, the controller then can decide the distance and angle
between the part and robot base. Consequently, the part can be precisely grasped by the
robot system.
There are two general types ofvision transformation that the vision system can
perform, based on the different camera mounted positions: the stationary-mounted camera
and the arm-mounted camera transformations. In the stationary-mountedmodel, the cam
era is placed in an immobile position. So the distance between the camera and the robot
base are maintained at an unchanging value. The vision transformation in this case is only
required to calculate the object vision location and end effector transformation. In the
second case, the camera is permanentlymounted on one ofthe robot arms; thus the cam
era can be moved along with the robot's motions. Therefore, ah the possible vision trans
formationsmust be involved to acquire the correct location. Although these two trans
formations are shghtly different in terms ofmethod ofdata gathering, the major purpose of
the vision transformation is to precisely acquire the location of a part and then guide the
end effector to that location. Figure 8 shows the typical vision transformation of an arm-
mounted camera.
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Ye Camera Transformation
(to.cam)
Vision Location
Transformation
Yv (vis.loc)
Object
Location
Xo
Grip Transformation
(grip.trans)
Part Acquire Location,
Including Grip
Transformation (part.loc)
Figure 8. Vision Transformation of an Arm-mounted Camera [28]
3.3 Motionware System
Motionware (Motion Software) comes with a complete set of reference materials
that allow the user not only to use, but also to customize at the programmuig level.
Motionware also makes use ofvision modules and robot modules in addition to it gener
ating another task, which is position management. The most common action a robot
makes at a location is to acquire or place a part. However, these are not the only actions
that can be made. The AdeptMotionware provides ways for controlling most any type of
end effectors. In order to acquire or place an object, some basic records are required: to
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specifywhere the part is and how to acquire and place the part. These various records are
designated as follows: frame record, location record, and tool record. Each record per
forms a different task and provides individual information concerning all positions during
assembly. The following sections describe the databases that Motionware uses to store the
information.
Frame Records All robot motion is based on frames ofreference and location variables.
Location variables uniquely identify a point within a Cartesian space and the orientation of
the robot tool at that point. A frame record is used to define the coordinate systemwhich
indicates the origin position and all the locations for object placement and insertion. Two
types ofcoordinate system records are used: theworld coordinate system and the relative
coordinate system. Theworld coordinate system is the primary reference frame ofthe
Adept robot system: whose center is at the base ofthe robot, with +Z axis pointing
straight up, +X axis going front to back, and +Y axis going left to right. Unless otherwise
specified, theX, Y, and Z components ofa location are actually defined by this primary
coordinate system In many cases, the world coordinate system is insufficient in part
acquisition and insertion. For example, all the part locations on an entire assembly may be
taught, but, during the actual placement of a part, it is found that exact placement loca
tions have changed; the part feedersmaymove; the location ofassembly may change; or
the robot itselfmay need to be moved or re-calibrated. In any ofthese cases, retraining the
locations in the work-cellwill be easier ifthe majority oflocation offsets are relative to a
secondary coordinate system other than the primary coordinate system. A relative frame is
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therefore employed to specify this secondary reference frame. The relative coordinate
system is a sub-coordinate system, which is defined relative to the world coordinate
system. Ifa relative frame has first been created for the work-cell, and then all part loca
tions had been taught relative to that reference frame: only the points needed to define the
reference frame would need to be re-taught. So a relative frame system is more flexible
than an absolute world coordinate system.
Location Records A location record contains ah the required information to indicate
the movement ofthe robot. All theparts'positions within an application unit can be gen
erated and stored in location records. Each location record primarily involves the robot
configuration, the digital I/O signal, and the frame record. These sets ofdata provide the
information that the robot must followwhen attempting to achieve that location. The
robot configuration defines the relationships on robot arms such that the robot enters that
locationwith a particular armposition. The digital I/O signal controls the motion ofthe
end effector and the sensors. The controller simply generates the digital I/O signals to
complete a task on that location, such as grasping a part from the feeder, placing a part on
the conveyor, or changing the tool formultiple processing, etc. A frame record is used to
define the frame system ofthis location. The frame can be a world coordinate system or a
relative coordinate system, depending on the apphcation requirements. The exact location
value ofthe object is associated with the assigned frame record: which makes the motion
ofthe robot become easy to control when achieving the location of a complex work-cell.
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Tool Records When a robot location is recorded, the actual physical location is cen
tered at the robot tool flange; thus, the motion ofthe robot is based on the tool flange's
position. However, the location that is defined by the center ofthe robot tool flange is not
desirable, because there are always end effectors mounted on the tool flange for different
apphcations. In this case, the actual physical location is not centered at the robot tool
flange, but is at the center ofthe end effector. Once an end effector is attached to the tool
flange, the center ofthe end effector is offset from the tool flange. In order for the record
ed locations to be accurate, this offset must be factored out ofthe location record. A tool
record is used in such a case to record the offset information. This offset will be apphed so
that the tool can correctly operate at a desired location within the work-cell.
3.4 Sequence Editor
Sequence editor is another sub-software under theAIM system It generates a
sequence of statements, the usage ofwhich is to control the robot motion, processing
flow, or vision operation. Sequence editor can be seen as a kind oftraditional program
ming method, but is a window-based apphcation. Inside, the sequence editor contains a
complete collection of statements. Each statement has two basic factors: command and
record. Witiiin the sequence editor, command is the pre-defined code, which is used to
complete a single task. The record database must be assigned to its suitable command; for
example, motion commands require motion records for guiding the robot; and vision
commands need vision records to perform image analysis. Meanwhile, the statement's
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order can be organized by the operator, based on the operating procedures. Once the
order ofthe sequence has been defined, the motions ofthe robot must follow this order to
proceedwith the assembly flow. The statements used for the sequence editor are listed in
Appendix B with brief explanations.
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CHAPTER IV
END EFFECTOR DESIGN
During assembly processing, the maximum forces acting on the ICs are restricted
not to exceed 0.05N(0.0\\Vof) in order not to squeeze out the adhesive materials used for
chip binding. To achieve this goal, the moving distance ofthe robot in the Z direction must
be controlled within a tiny range. Although it might be possible to program the robot to
move a small increment, while checking the force apphed between eachmovement, the
robot vibrations and repeatability could cause the apphed force to be unreliable. Therefore,
to apply this small force magnitude, an end effector needs to be designed. Since the at
tachable surfaces ofthe chips are very small, to grasp or to locate a chip requires a small
and effective end effector to perform this task. The end effectors used today are generally
ofa finger-typemechanism Using such an end effector would not be desirable, because
the grasping surface ofthe chip is small, especiallywhen surface mounted devices are em
ployed. In addition, the force apphed on the chip during the lifting and inserting motions
needs to be controlled in order not to break the pin ofa chip or squeeze out the solder
paste on the printed circuit board. So, it is also necessary to incorporate a force sensor
inside the end effector to correctlymeasure the apphed force. Based on the above consid
erations, the objective ofend effector design is to build an attachable robot end effector,
to lift and situate the chip on the circuit board without exceeding the acceptable force.
Vacuum suction is sought instead of a finger-type end effector for chip assembly. Also, a
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magnet-type force sensor will be used to apply and detect the correct force acting on the
chip. The following sections describe the vacuum force generation, and the force sensor-
based end effector.
4.1 Vacuum Force Generation
The basic theory ofvacuum suction focuses on the pressure variance. This pre
ssure variance causes the force difference on an open end such that a net force is obtained.
This net force can be utilized to lift plastic or flat surfacematerialseven large sheets of
metal. Commonly, there is a vacuum cup attached on the open end and connected to a
vacuum pump, so the pressures inside and outside the cup can be maintained. A special
device called PIAB is used to generate vacuum suction. The PIABmakes use ofthe
Bernoulli theorem [31] for high speed air flow in order to produce local pressure variance,
so the pressure difference can be obtained. Figure 9 shows the venturi inside the PIAB
device.
nozzle
^t Pi
airflow inlet ^ Vt
area A
Z' >
to'
?
tr
vacuum suction
Figure 9. Venturi PIAB
air chamber
airflow outlet
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TheBernoulli equation is:
P, V,
p
2s'
P V
p 2
6 (1)
where
Pt : airpressure inside the nozzle
Vj : airflow velocity inside the nozzle
Z, : altitude at nozzle end
g : gravity
P0 : atmosphericpressure
V : outside airflow velocity
Z0 : outside altitude
p : air density
Since the structure ofventuri is very small Z, and Z0 are assumed to be at the same
altitude, and the air density is assumed to be a constant during operations. Thus equation
(1) can be re-written as:
P
(V,2
- V02)
= P - P (2)
and the vacuum force F becomes:
P
(V.2
- V2)
F=(P0 -Pt)-A=
H ' ^A (3)
where A is the area ofthe vacuum cup. From equation (3), the vacuum force can be con
trolled by air inlet velocity Vt. This is performed by an adjustable valve connected between
the air pressure source and the PIAB. One vacuum cup is sufficient for chip assembly, be
cause the attachable surface ofthe chip is very small, the chip weight is small, and the
robot is only required to lift or insert one chip in each cycle. In order to lift the chip with
maximumweight 0. 058N (0.0131bf) and minimum surface width 6xl0'3m (0.236in), the
diameter ofthe vacuum cup is designed to be 5xl0'3m (0. 196in). A safety factor of2 is
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apphed to ensure that the vacuum force can correctly lift the chip. Under the standard
atmosphere pressure, the valve is adjusted to provide a lifting force 0. 776W(0.0261bf) on
the vacuum cup. This force is sufficient for chip lifting and inserting during assembly since
the chip weight is only 0. 058N.
4.2 Force Sensor
The basic concept of a magnet-type force sensor is to make use ofmagnetic re
pulsive forces to provide a desired net force. The magnetic force has a non-linear charac
teristic, relationship between load and displacement, which can be determined. The struc
ture ofthis force sensor is composed oftwo major parts: a force sensing circuit and a
force applying device.
The force sensing circuit is used to determine the force apphed on the integrated
circuit components during PCB assembly [32]. This main circuit is operated by a 9voltDC
power supply, and can convert the apphed force to a signal output determined during
calibration. A detail discussion ofthis force sensing circuit is presented inAppendix C.
FromAppendix C, a variable resistorR is the main resistor used to detect the force acting
on the chip. The voltage crossing resistorR is comparedwith the voltage crossing resistor
R2, which is defined as a threshold voltage. Bymeasuring output voltage variances of
resistorR, the forces apphed on the chip can be determined. Two 50kO linear potenti
ometers are series connected by a metallic shder to represent this variable resistor. The
reason for using two linear potentiometers as the variable resistor is to amplify the
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resistance difference whenmeasuring the output voltage. Figure 10 diagrams the positions
of these two potentiometers and the structure offor sensor.
Potentiometers
Vk
Position 2 :
R', = Ri-r1 +R2-r2
Position 1 :
Rt = R] + R2
Ri R2
voltage in
high resistance
material
r
Li
slider attached
IO
printed circuit
board
+ voltage out
(to another potentiometer)
Figure 10. Location ofTwo Linear Potentiometers and Their Structures
The resistance distributions oftwo potentiometers are assumed uniform, so the
resistance Ri on each linear potentiometer is:
L,
Ri = T^RtaI (i = land2) (4)
where L; is the total length ofhigh resistance material, <\ is the length from one end of a
linear potentiometer to the slider attached position, Rji is the total resistance of a linear
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potentiometer, and the subscript i indicates the potentiometer 1 or 2. In addition, the
relation between voltage and current is assumed linear. Therefore, the voltage difference
between voltage inputVi and voltage output Vout can be presented as follows:
Vin-V0Irt = i.Rt (5)
where 7?, is the summed resistance oftwo linear potentiometers. The current i passing
through linear potentiometers is constant; so the voltage output is proportional to the
resistance change 7?,. When there is no movement ofthe force-applying device in the Z
direction, the slider stays at the initial position, say position 1. The resistance ofeach
potentiometer at this position is 7?; and R2. The total initial resistance is the summation of
the two potentiometerswhich is equalR]+R2, and the output voltage is Vt = i (Ri + R2).
Once the robot moves, a small increment is added to the slider. The slider will thenmove
to position 2. At this position, the resistance of7?; changes to 7?; - rj and the resistance of
R2 becomes R2 - r2, where rj and r2 present the resistance change on Rj and R2, respec
tively. The total resistance R \ due to this displacement is equal to (7?; - rj)+ (R2 - r2), and
the corresponding voltage at this position is Vj= i [(Rj - r7) + (R2 - r2)]. Comparing these
two positions, the total resistance change is - (rt + r2) and the voltage difference is Vf - Vt
= - i (ri + r2). Therefore, the resistance variance is scaled by r} + r2, and the quantity of
the voltage difference is amplified by this scaled factor. This voltage difference ismuch
easier detected than the voltage changed with a single variable resistor. Therefore, a pair
ofpotentiometers can provide better resolution in measuring the force apphed on the chip.
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4.3 Force-ApplyingDevice
The force-applying device includes two parts: an outside cell and a central part
(Figure 11). The outside cell is a cylindrical plastic shell used to integrate the whole de
vice. A tool changer kit is mounted on the top hd formultiple apphcation usage. The cen
tral part is designed to move independentlywith respect to the outside part, in the Z dir
ection. This independentmotion is utilized to generate themotion ofthe shder, so the
apphed forces can be detennined from the force sensing circuit. The vacuum duct, vacuum
cup, and the magnets are also placed on the central part. To achieve the required pressure,
the number ofthe magnets, their placement locations, and then spacing should be con
sidered. There are two pairs ofmagnets placed inside the end effector. The first pair,
located between the bottom ofthe central part and the bottom lid, with TVpoles facing, is
utilized to balance the weight ofthe central part. The second pair, mounted in between the
top ofcentral part and the top hd with S poles facing, is a force-applying device. The mag
nets are all permanent magnets (PM), which can provide a stable magnetic flux under nor
mal conditions. Since the weight ofthe central part ismuch larger than the force that is
required to be apphed on the chip, the magnetic strength ofpair 1 (NN) is larger than that
ofpair 2 (SS). Therefore, the weight ofthe central part can be balanced bymagnetic force,
and the force apphed on the chip can also be controlled by a small increment. Figure 11
shows the structure ofthis force-applying device and the locations of each magnet pair.
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Air Duct
Figure 11. Structure ofForce-Applying Device andMagnet Locations
Once the size ofmagnets and then locations has been decided, the remaining
consideration is the distance between each pah. When the robot armmoves downward
and the vacuum cup touches the chip, the distance between the AWpair increases while the
distance between the SSpah decreases. The repulsive force ofthe SS pair is increased and
that ofthe NNpaxr is decreased. Therefore, a net downward force is generated on the cen
tral part (or chips).
As a means toward optimizing the spacing ofthe magnet pahs, to ensure that the
force can be apphed on the chip when the robot arm ismoved, the magnetic force which is
apphed to each pah has to be considered. The magnetic force generally is proportional to
PiP/pr2, where Pi and P2 are the strength ofthe magnetic poles, r is the distance between
two poles, and p. is the property ofthemedium [33] called the permeability. Themagnitude
ofpermeability p is defined as the permeability of a vacuum. For ah, in whichmost mag-
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netic experiments are made, p is 7. 0000004; and it is approximately unity formost mate
rials [34]. Hence, in the majority of cases, pmay be omitted from the formula. The com
plete form ofthe magnetic force can be written as follows:
F oc -Lf ( 6 )
ur
or
P P
F= C-^-f ; for any unit (7)
ur
where C'is a constant, depending upon the choice ofunits. The magnetic forces act along
the line joining the two poles. Because it is not possible to isolate point poles, equation (7)
is an ideal law. When apphed to actualmagnets, it gives results that are only approximate
ly correct [34]. But it is most useful as a basis for the definitions and theory that follow. If
proper units are chosen, the constant C'can be eliminated. For example:
( 1 unit pole ) ( 1 unit pole )
ldyne = C" (8)
( 1 for vacuum ) ( 1cm
)2
whence
C"= 1 for these units
From the above discussions, a totalmagnetic force [33] can be formulated as:
*M * attractive ~"~ 'repulsive
12 pp PP PP s P P s P P
_
X~" rNNJrSS rMtlNW
_
*SSXSS
_ ^ J-NSXSS _ V1 -^SN-^NN ( Q\
1=1
r,2 r,2
r22
J=i
Tj2
k=1
rk2
where
Pm : oneNpole strength ofNNpair Pss : one Spole strength ofSSpair
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PNS : one Spole strength ofNNpair Pm : oneNpole strength ofSSpair
r, : distance betweenNNpair r2 : distance between SSpair
rt : distance between oneNpole ofNNpair and one Spole ofSSpair
rj : distance between one Spole ofNNpair and one Spole ofSSpair
/* : distance between oneNpole ofSSpair and oneNpole ofNNpair
Based on the strength ofPns equal to Paw and PSn equal to Pss, the first summa
tion term has properly expressed the total attractive forces. The same situation apphes to
the fourth and fifth summation terms ofrepulsive force expressions. Due to the fact that
magnetism is the function oftemperatureK [35], the distance is the function oftime t
during operation, and the minor forces are assumed to be omitted, the resultant force is a
theoretical approximation. Therefore, the resultant force ismeasured experimentally
instead ofdone by theoretical calculations. The measured data is listed inAppendixD.
Returning the experimental result fromAppendixD, the approximate pole strength ofNN
and SS pairs are 0.008 and 0.003 unitpoles [34], respectively. The distance for
So1
that can
significantly interfere with each other is 0.043m (1.69in). Since the required force acting
on the chip is 0. 05N, the distance between SS pah decreases to 0. 03m (1.18in) to ensure
that the motion ofthe robot can simultaneously apply force on the chip. At this initial
modified distance, the central part weighting 0. 023kg (0.051bm) is kept at a clearance of
0. 016m (0.63in). The second and third terms in equation (8) dominate the magnetic forces
because r/ and
r22
are much smaller than the other
ds2
terms. With the thickness ofmag
nets and the central part given as 0. 005m (0. 19in) and 0. 011m (0.43in), respectively, the
above description is calculated inAppendix E and shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. ActualMagnetic Force and SimplifiedMagnetic Force
An average difference between actual net forces and simplified magnetic forces is
3.06%, so the above assumption is acceptable. The simplified magnetic forces, therefore,
will be used to compare with the experimental results during calibration. The detailed
structure ofthis force-applying device is shown inAppendix F.
4.4 Force Sensor Calibration
The force sensor cahbration initializes the force-applying device before operations
and optimizes the end effector system, so the relationships between apphed forces and
output voltages can be established. A gram balance is incorporated in this cahbration to
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measure the force acting on the tip ofthe vacuum cup. During the cahbration, the end
effector is stationarymounted on the robot arm link 3. For each small increment in the Z
direction, the balance ofthe gram balance is observed. Once the gram balance is balanced,
the robot traveling distance, apphed force, and output voltage crossing the potentiometers
are recorded. Figure 13 shows the end effector cahbration operations.
Ruler
Robot Link 3
Output VoltageMeasurement
Gram Balance Platform
End Effector Cahbration Setup
MovingDistance
Reading 1
1
Voltage 1
MovingDistance _
Reading 2
Gram Balance
Reading 1
RobotMoving
Direction
Voltage 2
Gram Balance
Reading 2
Operation 1 Operation 2
Figure 13. Cahbration Setup and Operation Procedures
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The cahbration result should have some errors considering that the magnetic force
was obtained experimentally. In order to minimize errors and to use the cahbration result
on a fullmeasurable range, the numerical fitting functions are introduced to interpolate the
data. Those fitting functions can be thought of as equations to represent the magnetic
force, output voltage, and the relationships of force versus voltage. One ofthe simplest
approaches to data fitting is based on the polynomial least squares [36]. A general poly
nomial fitting function ofdegree n-1 is in the form:
y = a, + a2x +
a3x2
+ +
a.x""1
( 10 )
where n-1 <m, the number ofdata points. Usually, n-1 is much less than m, which means
that a low degree polynomial is fitting through a large amount ofdata. In this case, the
coefficients akmust adjust to minimize the sum ofsquares ofthe errors.
MATLABm
soft
ware is used to calculate the coefficients ofthese polynomial fitting functions [37], and the
execution code is listed in Appendix G. The recorded cahbration values are listed in
AppendixH. The results and their fitting functions are sketched in Figures 14, 15, and 16.
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Figure 14. Voltage vs. Distance
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Figure 15. Force vs. Distance
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Figure 16. Voltage vs. Force
Figure 14 shows the robot moving distance D and the corresponding output
voltage V (VD). Since the central part has the independent motion associated with robot
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link 3, one unit robot moving distance provides one unit position changed on the central
part. This results in a unit output voltage drop, because the resistance distribution ofthe
linear potentiometer is uniform. Therefore, this VD cahbration shows a linear characteris
tic ofthe robot moving distance and the output voltage. A first degree polynomial fitting
function is sufficient to establish the VD relationships, and it has the form:
V = - 67.5 D + 6.772 ( 11 )
with coefficient of correlation r [38]
r = -0.99 (12)
The unit ofconstant term is volts, and the first degree coefficient is volts/mm. The
coefficient of correlation r indicates that this VD figure has good linear relationships be
tween the robot moving distances and the output voltages. This linear equationwill be
used to predict the robot moving distance according to a voltage value or vice versa. For a
0. 025m (lin) robot moving distance ofthe central part, the recorded voltage drops from
6. 84 volts to 5.Ovolts. The voltage calculated from the fitting function gives 6. 772volts
and 5. 08volts, which have tolerances of0.99% and 1.6%, respectively. Ifan output vol
tage is located within this range, the robot moving distance can be predicted by this linear
equation.
Figure 15 establishes the relationships between the apphed force and the robot
moving distance (FD). It can be seen that the FD correspondence is non-linear, because
the magnetic force is proportional to the inverse ofthe distance square (Focl/r2), and the
difference oftwo magnet pahs. One unit robot moving distance does not result in one unit
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magnetic force changed. Since there are two pahs ofmagnets used in the end effector, the
actual force apphed on the gram balance is the superposition ofthese two magnetic forces.
Therefore, the FD figure shows a non-linear curve. It is necessary to use a higher order
fitting function to represent this characteristic. The equation is in the form:
F = 3.8644E 5 D3 - 1.316E^ D2 + 2.3915E 2 D ( 13 )
At the desired apphed force of0.05N, the robot moving distance calculated from equation
(12) is 2.577mm (0. 103in). Comparing this with the experimental result of2. 6mm (0. 104
in) the deviation is 0.88%. This equation is therefore suitable for apphed force determina
tion for a known robot moving distance.
Figure 16 displays the objective of force sensor cahbration. The output voltage
used to measure the accurate apphed force on the chip is determined by reading this VF
figure. Returning the fitting function coefficients fromAppendix G. the fitting function is:
V = 2.8086 F2 - 6.185 F + 6.9017 (14)
For the maximum acceptable force of 0. 05N, the experimental output voltage 6.58volts
was recorded. The polynomial fitting function gives 6.6volts. Both values are fairly close
and the difference is 0.3%. This fitting function therefore will be incorporated to measure
the output voltage fluctuations when chip assembly is proceeding. The above acquired
voltage is set as threshold voltage V. This threshold voltage will be apphed to generate a
digital signal on the robot motion control. Once the chip is lifted or inserted by the robot,
the output voltage, say V, will be comparedwith this threshold value. IfV is smaller than
V, then there is no current passing through the LED ofthe force sensing circuit. The robot
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arm, in this case, will keep moving to ensure a total contact with the chip. IfV achieves
the value V, a current is generated to pass through the LED and the force sensing circuit
will actuate an output digital signal to stop the robot motion. Meanwhile, the solenoid is
opened or closed to provide the required ah flow through the device PIAB to provide the
necessary vacuum suction, so that the chip can be lifted or released at the desired location
with a correct amount of force. Therefore, a proper force can be obtained by comparing
the output voltage with the threshold voltage.
According to the above descriptions, the objective ofdesigning and building a
force sensing robot end effector has been achieved. Each part ofthe end effector is inte
grated to perform the force apphcation task; its performance will be described later in
Chapter VI. The detailed circuit connection ofthe assembly system is sketched inAppen-
dixl.
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CHAPTER V
PRECISION DETERMINATION
To determine if an assembly system can meet an acceptable standard ofrehability,
the accuracy ofthe systemmust be predicted before operations commence. This accuracy
is referred to as theprecision determination: which can be defined by some specified
values such that total errors can not exceed those values. Since integrated circuit com
ponent assembly processing relies strongly on vision guidance, the precision determin
ations can be divided into two parts: assembly accuracy and vision accuracy. Assembly
accuracy is the overall goal that the integrated circuit component assembly processing is
going to achieve. It also defines the limits ofthe largest acceptable error during opera
tions. In order to achieve this goaf the structure ofthe integrated circuit component
should be taken into consideration. Since the structures ofthe SMD andDIL are totally
different, the accuracy determinations are set separately by considering their pin pitches
and pin widths.
Vision accuracy provides the fundamental accuracy information that the vision
system can achieve when an object is inspected. The vision accuracy is a product ofthe
optimumvision resolution, which is dependent on the lens choice, camera mounting posi
tion, and pixel array. To achieve the desired vision accuracy for this small scale integrated
circuit component assembly, the proper choice ofeach component should be taken into
consideration. Once the optimum vision resolution has been determined from these fac-
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tors, the vision accuracy can be calculated.
5. 1 Assembly Accuracy
Assembly accuracymust consider the dimensions ofDIL, SMD, and PCB in order
to determine the tolerance ofthe process. Before performing the assembly accuracy
assessment, two terms are required to be defined: pin pitch and pin width. The pin pitch
and pinwidth give the basic information in determining the assembly accuracy. Thepin
pitch is the distance measured from the center of one pin to another. It is used to indicate
the spacing between two pins. Thepin width is the width ofthe pinmounted on the inte
grated circuit component carrier. The defhhtion ofpin pitch and the pin widths is graphi
cally demonstrated in Figure 1 7.
w
footprint structure
on PCB
p : pin pitch
fp :footprintpitch
w : pin width
fw :footprintwidth
Figure 17. Pin Pitch and PinWidth
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For theDIL, the pin pitch and pin width are 2. 5mm (0. lin) and 0. 5mm (0.02in),
respectively. Also, the aligned holes on the PCB used to locate theDIL are lmm (0.04in)
in diameter with 2.5mm (0. lin) spacing between each hole. The pin tip must be fitted into
the holes for successful insertion, so the assembly accuracy of aDIL involves the specifi
cation oftranslation and rotation tolerances. The pin pitch and the pinwidth of a SMD are
all 0. 5mm (0.02in); the footprint on a PCB used to locate a SMD has the same dimension,
0.5mm, in both width and spacing. Since the pin pitch and pin width of a SMD are smaller
than aDIL, the SMD is required to meet a higher assembly accuracy than aDIL. In
Appendix .7. the assembly accuracy ofDIL and SMD is described in detail. Returning the
tolerance values fromAppendix J, theDIL must be located witibin 0.3mm (0.012in) in the
X direction and 0.2mm (0.008in) in the 7 direction with a maximum
2
rotation
tolerance, while the SMD has to be placed within 0.25mm (0.0 lin) in translation and
1.38 in rotation tolerances. In addition, a mirror is incorporated to per-form theDIL
inspection. The mirror reflects the pin images ofa DIL into the camera, so the vision
system can detect the shifting and misahgnment errors ofthe pin. The mirror setup and
image transfer calculation is obtained fromAppendix J-3. Returning the results, the pin
alignment accuracy is 0.16mm (0.0064in) in theX direction, 0.2mm (0.008in) in the 7
direction, and 0.2mm in the Z direction.
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5.2 Vision Accuracy
The camera system used in the integrated circuit component assembly is a medium-
resolution Panasonic GP-CD 40 camera with a 501x 485 pixelmatrix. A dominant factor
that affects the vision accuracy is the camera resolution. Generally, there are three sources
affecting the camera resolution: image surface pixel number, camera mounting altitude,
and lens choice. Since the camera used for integrated circuit component assembly is a GP-
CD 40 camera, the pixel matrix inside the camera remains the same, so the remaining con
sideration is the proper choice of camera lens and the camera mounting altitude. For the
proper lens choice, there are only two lenses equipped on the camera: a 50mm lens and a
25mm lens. Although the 50mm lens can provide a larger image size than a 25mm lens at
the same mounting altitude, the minimum focusing distance, 1.3m, is much larger than the
robot's reachable distance in the Z direction. The 25mm lens is therefore apphed to deter
mine the resolution. The camera mounting altitude has an influence on the field-of-view
which encloses all the areas that a camera can inspect. The area of a field-of-view can be
adjusted by different mounting altitudes. Ifthe same lens is used, a highermounting alti
tude commonly provides a larger field-of-view than does a lower one. But, in this case, an
object will appear to be smaller than it does when seen by a camera mounted at a lower
mounting position. Therefore, a small scale object, for example, the pin width or spacing
ofa SMD, requires a lowermounting altitude. In order to inspect such small scale objects
as accurately as possible, the camera is mounted at the bottom end oftheAdept robot link
2. The altitude at this mounting position is 0.35m (14in) from the working plane, and a
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62x58mm2(5.75in2) area ofthe field-of-view is acquired. At this camera mounting
altitude, and with the 25mm lens, the camera resolution of 0. 1237mm/pixel (0.005in/pixel)
is obtained. The resolution calculation is returned fromAppendix K. This resolution gives
the vision system0. 1237mm (0.005in) and0. 122 in translation and rotation accuracy,
respectively. Comparing the vision accuracy and assembly accuracy, the vision system has
sufficient precision to meet the integrated circuit component assembly requirements. In
Figure 18, the different lens and various mounting altitude influences on the resolution are
shown.
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Figure 18. Camera Resolutions ofDifferent Altitudes and Lenses [28]
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION of SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Integrated circuit component assembly processing was run for 30 trials by using
the complete vision database records and the finalmodified code; listed in Appendix L.
Each trial involved three assembly operations: two DILs and one SMD. IJhrring assembly
process, the integrated circuit components are randomly placed on a whit table, and the
PCB is transported to a bounded area but not stops at a precise location. Within the trials,
the operating cycle time of each step was recorded. The average lift-and-insert cycle time
of a DIL and a SMD were 24 seconds and 27 seconds, respectively. The SMD operating
cycle time is longer than a 7)7's cycle time because the SMD has a larger number ofpins
than aDIL has; this requires a greater amount ofvision operations. For a complete assem
bly cycle, the average time is nearly 75 seconds. This time was due to the robot motion,
vision operations, and the picture-taking delays. The delay due to the robot motion came
from its slow operating speed: 50mm/sec (2in/sec). Reduction ofoperating speed was
done to prevent abrupt motion causing robot vibration, from affecting the assembly
accuracy. Delays during picture-taking were necessary, so that the robot motion could be
totally settled before a picture was actually taken. Although time-consuming, this delay
tends to enhance the accuracy ofthe vision operation. A large amount of time was spent
on the vision operations, because a large number ofdatabases and the complicated vision
software communicationwere required to perform assembly tasks. This time might be
reduced if faster software communicationwas possible. Considering the above delays, the
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operating cycle time generally could be improved by increasing the robot speed, and
decreasing the time delay caused by the picture-taking process. The operating time of
integrated circuit component assembly is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Assembly Cycle Time
Recorded Time DDL SMD
Vision Operations' 12s (84%) 16s (59%)
Picture-Taking Delay 0.5s x 4 0.5s x 4
RobotMotion 10s (16%) 9s (41%)
Sum 24s x2 27s xl
Total Cycle Time 75s
During the integrated circuit component assembly processing, it was observed that
there were two sources that tend to affect overall accuracy: vision operation accuracy and
robot operation accuracy. Since the desired vision accuracy had been previously calcu
lated, the practical vision operation accuracywas influenced by some environmental fac
tors, such as: robot vibration, robot repeatability, hghting strength, hghting refection
direction. Therefore, the vision operation accuracy recordedwhether the vision system
was successfully performing the required tasks. The robot operation accuracy recorded the
guidance accuracy and the end effector accuracy ofthe system.
The vision system could recognize the position ofa integrated circuit component
with an error of1 pixel. In a
3596mm2 field-of-view and a 501x485 pixel array, this error
corresponds to 0. 12mm (0.0048in) in translation, and0.
12
rotation tolerances.
Y : Vision operations involve chip recognition and inspection. The values listed are the total vision
operation time.
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These values represent the position accuracy in recognition of any feature ofthe
integrated circuit component. Vision operation accuracy involved integrated circuit
component recognition and pin inspection. For the DIL recognition, there were two DILs
that could not be recognized; and additionahy, one DIL was recognized, but had the
wrong rotation direction. The images ofthese three integrated circuit components, when
acquired by the vision system, were slightly different from the model images. The cause
for such errors can be explained as being due to the robot repeatability and the hghting
direction. The robot repeatability caused the actual assembly location to be shifted from
the desired positionwhen the picture was taken. As the hghting source was mounted on
the robot, this position shifting generated unnecessary shadows. The vision system took
those incorrect shadows to be a part ofthe integrated circuit component, so the image
rmsmatching occurred. This image mismatching also happened in the case oftwo SMDs,
which caused wrong rotation direction detecting. Considering that the SMDs, with then-
flat structure, were randomly placed on the working table, the indication ofcorrect
rotation can only rely on the recognition ofone comer. A slight shadow at that comer
would affect the vision recognition, because the vision systemwas sensitive to hghting
strength. This unnecessary shadowwas also related to the kind ofrobot position shifting
described in regard to the DIL. However, an overall average 94% of integrated circuit
component recognition accuracywas obtained for both DILs and SMDs.
Meanwhile, the pin inspection oftheDIL was performed by using a mirror, and a
back hghting table was used for SMD pin inspection. Although the mirror reflects only 10-
30% ofthe hghting source [39], this amount of light is sufficient for the vision system to
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operate. The vision system correctly counted the pin number when theDIL was inspected.
For the pin pitchmeasurement, the best vision operation accuracy was 0. 13mm/pixel.
This result was a slight deviation from the ideal, and caused the two error cases. For the
SMD, one error in terms ofpin counting and four errors due to pin pitch measurement
occurred. These were caused when the center location ofthe SMD's image shifted. Once
the center location shifted, the pin tip found by the vision systemwas not at the correct
position. A vision tool overlap occurred, so the pin number was counted incorrectly, and
the pin pitch exceeded a pre-set standard range. The above errors can be avoided by
increasing camera resolution, which can be done either by using an image surface with
higher pixel number or by reducing camera mounting altitude. Table 4 shows the
operating accuracy ofthe vision system
Table 4. OperationAccuracy of the Vision System
VisionAccuracy DDL SMD
Translation Rotation Translation Rotation
Desired Accuracy 0.12mm*
0.12 0.12mm 0.12
Operating Accuracy" 0.13mm
0.13 0.13mm 0.13
TestNumber 60 30
Chip Recognition 95% 93%
Pin Inspection 96% 83%
Average Accuracy 95.5% 88%
Robot operation accuracy was the second factor affecting on the integrated circuit
component assembly accuracy. It involves two factors: robot accuracy and end effector
ahgnment accuracy. Once the location has been determined by the vision system, the hft-
t : This is an average value returning from Appendix K: CameraResolution.
TV : Operating accuracy is based on multiple measurements of chips, which are stayed at the same
locations.
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ing and inserting motions are performed by the robot system. There commonly exists re
peatability tolerance ofthe robot system; so a position shift tends to occur even though a
high precision vision system is used. The observed accuracy oftheAdept robot system, in
bothX and 7 axis, was 0. 19mm* (0.0076in).
The end effector ahgnment accuracy is another factor affecting integrated chcuit
component assembly accuracy. After the end effector had been set up, the center ofthe
end effector did not coincide with the robot's Z-axis. This misahgnment was caused by the
end effector producing process. It also generated vacuum cup shiftswhen the robot's link
3 rotated. The smallest misaligned distance was 0. 76mm (0.03in) inX direction and
1.19mm (0.048in) in 7 direction, within a rotation angle of0 to 90 degrees. This
inaccuracy ofthe end effector was adjusted by defining an offset for the robot system and
operating the end effector at 0 degree during assembly. This offset provided a good re-
calibration" ofthe end effector misahgnment, and moreover eliminated some uncertainties
when high precision was required. The robot system therefore acquired an overall 93% of
accuracy on integrated chcuit component lifting and inserting operations. For the 7%
unsuccessful operation, an average shifted distance of 0.3mm (0.012in) and rotation angle
of
0.5mwas recorded. This shifted distance could be improved by employing a robot
systemwith better accuracy, and the proper end effector manufacturing. Table 5
synthesizes the above discussions. It should be noted that the values given here were only
validated when the robot systemwas completely settled. Figure 19 shows the measured
values ofintegrated chcuit component assembly performance.
? : This mean value is observed fromMotionware location databases.
tv : An offset defined in Motionware tool record.
trY : Mean value recorded fromMotionware location database. Trn: 0.3 0. 1mm. Rot: 0.5 + 0.07 deg.
Table 5. System Performance Accuracy
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Accuracy
Vision (operating)
Robot
End Effector
Angle (deg.)
Tolerances
Avg. End Effector
Re-cal. End Effector
Average Tolerance
X (mm) Y(mm)
0.13
0.19
0 90 180 270
0.7 0.76 0.85 0.76
0.73 (0-90 deg.)
0.21mm
0.3mm
0.13
0.19
0 90 180 270
1.1 1.19 1.3 1.19
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Figure 19. Integrated Circuit Component Assembly Performance
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In addition to the vision operation accuracy and robot accuracy, performance of
the force sensing device must also be discussed. Digital signals were properly generated by
the force sensing chcuit to actuate the PIAB device for those measurements that were
correct, and the integrated chcuit component was lifted from and inserted to its correct
location smoothly. The voltage output range for correct force measurementwas from 6. 6
volts to 6.57volts, which correspondedwith the force 0. 049^(0.01 llbf) to 0.055N
(0.0121bf) calculated from the polynomial fitting function. These forces deviated an
average of5.1% from the desired force 0.05N. This error percentage indicated that the
polynomial curve fittingmethod rendered a good approximation in data interpolation, and
the results were acceptable. For some cases of incorrect measurement, the force exceeded
the desired operating force. Thiswas due to end effector misahgnment. Withmisahgnment
0. 76mm and 1.19mm in the X-Y plane, and the length ofpointer being 95mm (3.8in), this
produced an angle of
0.84
along the Z plane and the vacuum cup. The actual force
apphed on the integrated chcuit componentwas the Z component ofthe magnetic force,
so a larger force was required than the correct one. Figure 20, on the next page, shows
this Z component force, based on an un-aligned end effector pointer.
By converting the Z component forces from the output voltages, an average
apphed force of 0. 052N (0.01 161bf) results, which exceeds the desired force by 4%. A
tangential force of0.00076N (0.000171bf), due to this misahgnment, was generated.
Though this tangential force was small, it adversely affected on the SMD placement
accuracy. In addition, the force cahbration slope obtained from the force versus voltage
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X
where
FM : Magnetic Force
FN : Normal Force
Ft Tangential Force
Ax : X error (0. 76mm)
Ay : Y error (1. 19mm)
L : Pointer length (95mm)
8 : Angle between Fm and F^
due to misalignment
Figure 20. Apphed Force Error Resulting fromMisahgnment
figure was flat. The voltage difference between the initial and the threshold voltages was
only 0.27volts, which caused some un-certainties on force measurements. The flat slope
might be increased by using higher resistance potentiometers, or by series connecting more
potentiometers as the force sensing resistor to increase the voltage variances. Though the
above two sources resulted in slight output voltage fluctuations, the force sensing chcuit,
however, didmeasure the apphed forces with an overall accuracy of90%.
Summarizing the above discussions, the goal of a vision system assisted robot sys
tem for a small scale integrated chcuit component assemblywas achieved. Parts acquisi
tion and recognition was also successful through simply applying various vision tools, so
the part recognition will not be the bottle-neck when objects are randomly introduced to
the work cell. It is evidence ofthe power ofthe vision system that it is typically possible to
reduce location uncertainty. With the aids ofthe vision system, complex feeder or other
costly precision equipment are not required. Improved system cycle times, as well as im-
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proved overall accuracy, will be achieved with a higher resolution CCD camera, a faster
vision and communication system, and a better repeatability ofthe robot system. In addi
tion, the magnetic-type force sensor does a satisfactory job ofmeasuring critical forces
and giving exact feed back to the robot controller. This end effector provides protection
for the IC integrated chcuit component, and it is hoped that thismagnetic-type end effec
tor can be practically used in the industrialwork-cellwith some improved modifications.
In the future, machine vision technology will be the most appropriate solution to many
factory automation problems, because it does offer a cost-effective alternative to many
repetitive or hazardous jobs. This innovativeMVS and its multiple purposes, therefore, can
lead to industrial success [40].
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Appendix A A TypicalAGS-GVSystem [28]
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Controller Input Controller Output
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Keyboard/Pointer Device Input The keyboard and the pointer are used for data or command
input. A command can be entered by typing to control the operation of the robot under
basic V/V+ environment. When motion software or vision software is used, the value
inside the record can also be entered by these input devices to establish each database.
Monitor The monitor is a basic component, used to show the controller response and the
vision image. If the vision system is operating: the image representation, vision tool
location, and program execution can be seen from themonitor. Resolution of themonitor is
an important factor which affects the vision inspection results because the scales of the
vision tools require adjustment in order to acquire the correct image during inspection.
Camera The camera is used to provide the vision ability of the robot system. The aperture
number and focusing distance of a camera can be adjusted to generate good object images.
The pixel number of the image surface inside a camera can affect the resolution of the
vision system. A proper resolution is required for different vision operations.
Strobe Light The strobe hghting source is an optional piece of equipment for the robot
system. It is controlled by the strobe signal to provide the light impulse that illuminates the
object.
Serial Input/Output Device The I/O device is located behind the robot controller. It is utilized
to connect the signal cables between the controller and the user's equipment. There are
eight available connectors integrated in the serial device.
Digital Input/Output The signal used to control the user's equipment is generated by the
digital I/O device. It makes use of binary strategy, on and off, for signal sending or
receiving. The controller can identify the signal to control the robotmotion or in order to
actuate other equipment.
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Appendix B MotionWare Commands and Their Functions
1. General MotionWare Statements
MOVE
Move is a common command used to control the motion of a robot. It indicates for a robot
to move to a pretaught location or a position which is located in a relative reference frame.
SETFRAME
A vision command. It is used to set a relative reference frame, whose center coincides with
the image center. The translation or rotation of a part can be specified by this reference
frame. The processor is then able to guide an end effector to that location.
SETJTOOL
If a special tool is integrated to the robot system, an off-setmay be needed. This command
is used to calculate each off-set. After tool records have been created, the multiple off-sets
can be calculated by the controller applying to the exact locations. The robot moves tools
to the desired positions, rather than moving its arm to those locations.
2. MotionWare Control Structures
D?
A logic command. It executes a block of statements based on the status of the digital
signals. This command can also be used to check the vision executions.
THEN
A conditional statement following an IF statement, which executes the block of IF
statements, if and only if the conditions of the IF statement are successful.
ELSE
This is always used in conjunction with IF and THEN commands. It executes another sub-
block statement if a fault has occurred in the IF statement.
END
The END command is used to terminate the conditional statements. When editing a
sequence, the END command must be thematched pair of an IF statement.
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IO
The 10 statement is used by soft digital signals to control the other equipment of a robot
system. It can combinewith IF statements for better robot control based on the signals
setting.
WATT_FOR
Waiting for a particular signal to be correctly set before executing the next statement.
WAIT_UNTIL
This command stop the robot or the next statement execution until digital signals are
correctly set. Onlywhen those signals are actuated, will the robot then be able to execute
the next block of statements.
REPEAT
The REPEAT command allows a block of statements to be executed a specified number of
times. This command can abbreviate the length of a program.
WHTLE
When using this WHILE command, a block of statements will definitely execute as long as
the specified digital signals are correctly set. This command provides capabilities for
controlling the robot behavior by signal inputs.
NEXTLOOP
This statement executes a portion of the loop blockwhen certain conditions are correct. It
usually contains IF and END statements that identify a condition which indicates that the
loop should be repeated.
exit_loop
A termination command used to stop a REPEAT orWHILE loop, while ordering the
program to continue at the next statement following the END statement that closes the
loop.
3. Conveyor Statements
ATTACH_FRAME
A special statement used withmoving reference frames. A specified frame will attach to
the center of a moving part and will decide its moving speed and location. The robot
increases or decreases its speed to match the speed of this part.
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CHECK_FRAME
CHECK_FRAME is used in conjunction with ATTACH_FRAME. It checks whether the
parts being used in the ATTACHFRAME statement are obtainable or not. Ifthe parts
can not be obtained, the robot will wait until parts enter into an obtainable distance.
STOP_ROBOT
It is used to stop the robot for a specific timewhen an error condition is detected during a
belt trackingmotion. An optional argument is incorporatedwith this statement for
indicating stop the robot at the end of the current motion or abort immediately.
4. MotionWare Statements Requiring Vision
LOCATE_ASSEMBLY
This particular command is applied to create a reference frame for an assembly. By
inspecting some specified fiducial marks within the assembly area,
LOCATE_ASSEMBLY uses vision to determine the precise value of the reference frame,
then it updates the location database associated with the new value of that reference frame.
MOVE_CAMERA
When using an arm-mounted camera to take pictures of an indexing conveyor, the robot
must move before vision data can be generated. In this case, MOVECAME generates a
robotmotion when new picture data is required.
MOVEJNSPECT
Moves the camera to specified locations to apply vision tools on these positions. The
processor determines the inspections' result on those locations, then controls themotion of
the robot. The robot will then execute the next statement unless a pass signal is generated
by theMOVEINSPECT command.
MOVE_REFTNE
This statement is used for an upward facing camera. The robot moves the gripper in front
of this camera to process vision inspection and calculates the part reference frame for the
gripped part.
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Appendix C Force Sensing Circuit
+ 9V
NPN
Transistor
LED or I/O
R R is a force sensor variable resistor.
Ri Ri is the resistor used to reduce the current across the resistor R.
R2 R2 is a variable resistor used to establish the threshold voltage.
R3, R4 R3 and R4 two resistors are utilized to reduce the voltage entering to the
NPN transistor.
NPN Transistor TheNPN transistor works as a switch. The collector is the 9V power supply,
emitter is a signal, and base is the ground. The actuation of theNPN transistor is
determined by the signal output from the OP-AMP. A high signal output from the OP-
AMP will actuate theNPN transistor so that the LED is turned on, and vice versa.
OP-AMP The operational amplifier is a very high gain dc-coupled differential amplifier, with
single-end outputs. The output goes positivewhen the noninverting input (+) becomes
more positive than the inverting input (-), and vice versa.
LED or I/O The LED is used to indicate signal actuation. The LED turning on means that
there is an output signal actuated, and vice versa. Instead of using an LED, this circuit can
connect the other equipment for signal input and output usage.
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This force sensing circuit operates as follows: When the force or pressure acting on the
resistor Ri, voltages of the noninverting (+) and inverting (-) are different. If '+' voltage is higher
than the
'-'
voltage, an output voltagewill actuate theNPN transistor such that there is a current
crossing the LED. This current is detected by the robot controller as an input signal. Jf
'+'
voltage
is lower than the '-' voltage, theNPN transistor will not be actuated: so there is no signal detected.
ResistorR in the circuit is assigned to series connected potentiometers in the end effector design.
Resistor R2 is an external adjustable resistor used to establish the threshold voltage. If the force
achieves the desired value, resistor R2 is adjusted to balance voltage differences until the LED
turns off. In this manner, the threshold voltage corresponding to the correct force acting on the chip
is obtained. If there is another force applied on the chip, this threshold voltage will be used in
comparison with the current voltage. The robot system will then generate a digital signal if this
voltage is higher than the threshold voltage, and vice versa. By identifying the generated signal,
behavior of the end effector and the vacuum actuation can be controlled.
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Appendix D Magnetic Force
D : Distance between two magnetic poles
NN : Force of two NN poles**
SS : Force of two SS poles*
D (mm) Force (N) D {mm) Force (N)
SS NN
0.040
SS NN
0.000 N/A N/A 0.0053 0.0412
0.008 0.1506 0.9987 0.042 0.0049 0.0371
0.010 0.0923 0.6510 0.044 0.0045 0.0331
0.012 0.0755 0.4389 0.046 0.0042 0.0320
0.014 0.0459 0.3301 0.048 0.0040 0.0278
0.016 0.0401 0.2510 0.050 0.0037 0.0255
0.018 0.0269 0.1980 0.052 0.0033 0.0211
0.020 0.0225 0.1602 0.054 0.0032 0.0199
0.022 0.0186 0.1299 0.056 0.0029 0.0201
0.024 0.0149 0.1123 0.058 0.0028 0.0192
0.026 0.0133 0.0947 0.060 0.0026 0.0180
0.028 0.0112 0.0818 0.062 0.0023 0.0168
0.030 0.0098 0.0709 0.064 0.0024 0.0152
0.032 0.0106 0.0654 0.066 0.0022 0.0147
0.034 0.0096 0.0562 0.068 0.0019 0.0140
0.036 0.0072 0.0506 0.070 0.0016 0.0122
0.038 0.0062 0.0443 0.072 0.0013 0.0119
1.0 - o
0.8 -
0.6 -
o
^ 0.4 -
o
0
0.2 -
0.0 -
o
*xx 0ooo0Xxxxxxxxxxxxx^8aaaaxxxxxxxxxxxx
-U.J -1
0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07
D (m)
0.08
o : NN pair x : SS pair
*,** : Mean Value
Appendix E Data ofActual Magnetic Force and Simplified Magnetic Force
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D : Robot moving distance
Fmg : Weight of the central part
Frepel : Repulsive magnet forces
Fcalnet : Calculated total magnetic net forces
Fexpt : Measured experimental values
Fnet : Experiment magnetic net forces
Fatt : Attractive magnet forces
Fsimpl : Simplified magnetic net forces
Oaased on 2nd & 3rd terms)
D F expt. Fmg Fnet F repel Fatt F calnet F simpl.
0 0.0000 0.2253 -0.2253 0.63850 -0.8412 -0.20270 -0.24000
0.001 0.0219 0.2253 -0.2034 0.61655 -0.8047 -0.18815 -0.21075
0.002 0.0455 0.2253 -0.1798 0.61055 -0.7740 -0.16345 -0.18605
0.003 0.0585 0.2253 -0.1668 0.60683 -0.7556 -0.14877 -0.17137
0.004 0.0726 0.2253 -0.1527 0.60576 -0.7481 -0.14234 -0.16494
0.005 0.0872 0.2253 -0.1381 0.60201 -0.7261 -0.12409 -0.14669
0.006 0.0951 0.2253 -0.1302 0.59938 -0.7075 -0.10812 -0.13072
0.007 0.1102 0.2253 -0.1151 0.59769 -0.6917 -0.09401 -0.11661
0.008 0.1292 0.2253 -0.0961 0.59713 -0.6785 -0.08137 -0.10397
0.009 0.1362 0.2253 -0.0891 0.59748 -0.6674 -0.06992 -0.09252
0.01 0.1484 0.2253 -0.0769 0.59911 -0.6585 -0.05939 -0.08199
0.011 0.1554 0.2253 -0.0699 0.60173 -0.6513 -0.04957 -0.07217
0.012 0.1668 0.2253 -0.0585 0.60574 -0.6460 -0.04026 -0.06286
0.013 0.1751 0.2253 -0.0502 0.61115 -0.6424 -0.03125 -0.05385
0.014 0.1806 0.2253 -0.0447 0.61824 -0.6406 -0.02236 -0.04496
0.015 0.1959 0.2253 -0.0294 0.62735 -0.6407 -0.01335 -0.03595
0.016 0.2011 0.2253 -0.0242 0.63870 -0.6427 -0.00400 -0.02660
0.017 0.2236 0.2253 -0.0017 0.65302 -0.6470 0.00602 -0.01658
0.018 0.2203 0.2253 -0.0050 0.67088 -0.6538 0.01708 -0.00552
0.019 0.2544 0.2253 0.0291 0.69354 -0.6638 0.02974 0.00714
0.02 0.2576 0.2253 0.0323 0.72244 -0.6777 0.04474 0.02214
0.021 0.2832 0.2253 0.0579 0.76002 -0.6968 0.06322 0.04062
0.022 0.3050 0.2253 0.0797 0.80996 -0.7230 0.08696 0.06436
0.023 0.3279 0.2253 0.1026 0.87820 -0.7593 0.11890 0.09630
0.024 0.3502 0.2253 0.1249 0.97550 -0.8113 0.16420 0.14160
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Appendix F Cross-Section Schematic ofthe EndEffector
MountingLid
Magnet #1
Magnet #2
Slider
Magnet #3
Magnet #4
Bearing
Bottom Lid
Vacuum Pointer
Rubber Pad
Wire
Variable Resistor
Central Part
PVC Shell
Air Pressure Connector
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Appendix G Calculation ofPolynomial Coefficients UsingMATLAB
Coefficient Calculations of Polynomial Fitting Function
This code is used to calculate the coefficients of various fitting
function. The experimental data of forces, voltages, and distance
are saved as force.m, voltage.m, and distance.m. The coefficients
of fitting function are generated by the command polyfit, and the
results are printed. The original data and the fitting functions
are plotted.
clear
load distance.m; load force. m,- load voltage.m;
X= [0:0.1:24] ;XX= [0:0.01:0.4] ;
pl=polyfit (distance, voltage, 1) , yl=polyval (pl,x)
p2=polyf it (distance, force, 3) , y2=polyval (p2 ,x) ;
p3=polyf it (force, voltage, 2) , y3=polyval (p3 ,xx)
figured) ;
plot (distance,voltage, 'o' ,x,yl) ; axis([0 25 0 8] )
xlabel ( 'Distance (mm)'); ylabel ( 'Voltage (volts)');
figure (2)
plot (distance, force, 'o' ,x,y2) ; axis([0 25 0 .4] ) ;
xlabel ( 'Distance (mm)'); ylabel (' Force (N) ' )
figure (3) ;
plot (force, voltage, 'o' ,xx,y3) axis ( [0 .4 0 8] ) ;
xlabel (' Force (N) ' ) ; ylabel ( 'Voltage (volts)');
PI
-6.75e001 0.6772e001
P2
3.8644e-005 -1.316e-003 2.3915e-002 -1.3998e-003
P3
0.28086e001 0.6185e001 0.69017e001
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Appendix H Data ofEnd Effector Cahbration
F1-F5 : 5 measurements of magnetic forces
Favg : Average magnetic forces
FSD : Standard deviation of force measurement
VI-V5 : 5 measurements of output voltages
Vavg : Average output voltages
VSD : Standard deviation ofvoltage measurement
mm ^^N Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 Favg FSD
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1 0.0286 0.0242 0.0258 0.0194 0.0113 0.0219 0.0068
2 0.0467 0.0471 0.0464 0.0412 0.0463 0.0455 0.0024
3 0.0644 0.0628 0.0456 0.0602 0.0595 0.0585 0.0075
4 0.0722 0.0728 0.0818 0.0679 0.0681 0.0726 0.0056
5 0.0834 0.0898 0.0871 0.0948 0.0808 0.0872 0.0055
6 0.0983 0.0950 0.0960 0.0953 0.0911 0.0951 0.0026
7 0.1099 0.1093 0.1088 0.1151 0.1081 0.1102 0.0028
8 0.1275 0.1355 0.1289 0.1243 0.1296 0.1292 0.0041
9 0.1388 0.1329 0.1365 0.1344 0.1385 0.1362 0.0026
10 0.1422 0.1487 0.1464 0.1495 0.1552 0.1484 0.0047
11 0.1523 0.1522 0.1536 0.1567 0.1622 0.1554 0.0042
12 0.1673 0.1576 0.1697 0.1707 0.1687 0.1668 0.0053
13 0.1733 0.1765 0.1801 0.1755 0.1699 0.1751 0.0038
14 0.1882 0.1805 0.1818 0.1808 0.1718 0.1806 0.0058
15 0.1960 0.1899 0.2003 0.1955 0.1978 0.1959 0.0038
16 0.2037 0.1911 0.2082 0.2047 0.1979 0.2011 0.0067
17 0.2285 0.2237 0.2174 0.2239 0.2243 0.2236 0.0040
18 0.2338 0.2442 0.2238 0.1989 0.2006 0.2203 0.0201
19 0.2547 0.2599 0.2598 0.2551 0.2424 0.2544 0.0071
20 0.2665 0.2599 0.2466 0.2544 0.2605 0.2576 0.0075
21 0.2966 0.2873 0.2858 0.2655 0.2806 0.2832 0.0114
22 0.3131 0.3079 0.3056 0.2970 0.3014 0.3050 0.0062
23'
0.3313 0.3300 0.3119 0.3099 0.3562 0.3279 0.0187
24 0.3536 0.3549 0.3481 0.3483 0.3460 0.3502 0.0039
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mnv~-
_^ VI V2 V3 V4 V5 Vavg VSD
0 6.84 6.84 6.84 6.84 6.84 6.84 0.0000
1 6.72 6.72 6.73 6.72 6.75 6.73 0.0134
2 6.64 6.63 6.62 6.61 6.60 6.62 0.0153
3 6.59 6.53 6.55 6.54 6.55 6.55 0.0208
4 6.44 6.43 6.47 6.45 6.39 6.44 0.0297
5 6.36 6.38 6.32 6.39 6.35 6.36 0.0274
6 6.29 6.30 6.28 6.28 6.29 6.29 0.0084
7 6.22 6.23 6.19 6.20 6.21 6.21 0.0158
8 6.14 6.14 6.15 6.12 6.15 6.14 0.0122
9 6.09 6.11 6.10 6.08 6.12 6.10 0.0158
10 6.03 6.05 6.06 6.04 6.03 6.04 0.0130
11 5.99 5.98 5.92 6.01 6.00 5.98 0.0354
12 5.92 5.96 5.91 5.97 5.96 5.94 0.0270
13 5.92 5.89 5.86 5.91 5.88 5.89 0.0239
14 5.86 5.87 5.85 5.88 5.86 5.86 0.0117
15 5.80 5.79 5.78 5.81 5.88 5.81 0.0396
16 5.74 5.74 5.72 5.72 5.73 5.73 0.0101
17 5.59 5.65 5.71 5.67 5.66 5.66 0.0434
18 5.58 5.58 5.59 5.60 5.59 5.59 0.0090
19 5.56 5.57 5.53 5.52 5.57 5.55 0.0235
20 5.46 5.44 5.44 5.45 5.42 5.44 0.0151
21 5.38 5.12 5.36 5.63 5.52 5.40 0.1921
22 5.26 5.27 5.28 5.27 5.28 5.27 0.0071
23 5.17 5.15 5.15 5.16 5.16 5.16 0.0058
24 4.98 4.89 4.99 5.10 5.06 5.00 0.0808
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Appendix I Schematic ofa Complete Circuit Connection
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Appendix J Precision Determination
J- 1 Precision DeterminationforDIL Insertion
In this section, the precision determination of the DLL insertion is described. The
dimensions of the DLL, SMD, and PCB are listed in Table 7 and 2 in ChapterB. For aDB, the
width ofpin tip is 0.5mm, pin thickness is 0.2mm, and the diameter of the inserting hole is lmm.
Considering these values, the assembly precision can be calculated. In order for successful
insertion, themaximum shifting in the
A'
and 7 direction, and the acceptable rotation angles, must
be measured.
Translation Precision Figure J-l. 1 shows the top view of a correct insertion and the
maximum sliiftina distance in bothX and 7 directions.
pm
+ X
Correct Insertion Max. Error in JX Max. Error inY
figure J-l.l. Pin Shifted Direction of aDIL After Insertion
From the above figure, maximum translation error inX and 7 directions can be simply decided
from the following calculations.
Max. Error inX Direction:
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where
I = halfofthepin length
d = horizontal distancefrom Y axis to
the hole edge
r = radius ofthe hole
0 = angle between d and r
t = width ofthe pin
Dx = max. error in theXdirection
rSinO = / => 0.5 Sin0 = 0.25 => 9 = 30
d = rCos9 = 0.5Cos30 = 0.433mm
Max. Error in the +X direction is: Dx = d - t/2 = 0.433 -0.1 0.333mm
Max. Error inY Direction:
where
I = lengthfromX axis to the center ofpin
r = distancefrom origin to the corner ofpin
9 = angle between r and I
d = distance between Y axis and the corner
Dy = max. error in the Y direction
rSinO = d => 0.5 SinO =0.1 => 9 = 11.53T
I = r Cos9 = 0.5 Cosl1.537 = 0.49mm
Max. Error in the +Y direction is: Dy = 1-0.25 = 0.24mm
From the above calculations, the maximum shifting distance inX and 7 directions are0.33mm
and 0.24mm, respectively. The last digit number is truncated in order not to achieve the
limitations. Therefore, the translation precision requirements for a DB assembly are: 0.3mmmX
direction and 0.2mm in 7 direction.
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Rotation Precision After translation precision has been determined, the next consideration is
the rotational accuracy requirement. The typical length and width for aDB are 19mm and 8mm.
Based on the data, rotational precision can be decided. Since theDBs used in this project are of
symmetric geometry, it is only necessary to consider four pins: the first and the last pairs. The
maximum rotational error can be decided from these two pairs and theirs distance apart from each
other. There are two situations that can be used to calculate rotation precision: the first situation is
when one pin is located at the center, but the other three pins have shifted, the second situation is
when all four pins are not located at the center. The first situation gives a smaller rotational angle
than the second one, so the second case is used to calculate rotational inaccuracy. Figure J-1.2
shows the top view of the first and the last pair of the pins after insertion.
Correct Insertion Insertion with rotation error
Figure J-1.2. Rotation Error After Insertion
Max. Rotation Error:
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one shiftedpin ofthefirstpair
one shiftedpin ofthe
lastpair
I"
where
A = a line connects the center oftwo shiftedpins
R = halflength between the center offirst hole to the center oflast hole
r = hole radius
d = halflength ofthe pin width
I = distancefrom the hole center to the pin edge
I"
= arc length
9 = angle between r and I
tj> = angle between line R and lineA
From the above enlarged figure:
r20 =
I" Since 0 is very small -
0.5 26 =0.5 => 0 = 0.5 rod. =
Max. rotational error is:
Rtf> = I - w/2 (w is the width of the pin)
=> <f> = 0.035578 rod =
2.038
l"~2d => r26 = 2d
I = rCosO = 0.5Cos0.5= 0.438mm
19/2 (/> = 0.438-0.1 = 0.338
J- 2 PrecisionDeterminationfor SMD Insertion
Translation Error in JXDirection:
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Pin width = w = 0.5mm
Footprints space = / = 0. 5mm
Max. allowable shifting distance in the
dXdirection is:
Dx = f = 0.5mm
Translation Error inYDirection:
X
H
/
Pin width = w = 0. 5mm
Footprint space = f = 0. 5mm
Max. allowable shifting distance in the
Y direction is:
Dy = f = 0.5mm
From the above figures, the maximum translation tolerances in theX and 7 directions are
0.5mm. This value is not valid for the assembly because pins can not be located on the
footprints'
spaces. Therefore, another acceptable precision requirement is established: the maximum
translation errormust not exceed half thewidth of the pins. The reason for setting this restricted
accuracy is that the adhesive materials used to solder a SMD will be squeezed when the SMD
locates on the footprints. If this case happens, the invalid contact between two pins occurs. Based
on this consideration, the maximum acceptable translation accuracy is 0.25mm in bothX and 7
directions.
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Rotation Precision A SMD orientation error can be decided by using two radii: thewidth and
the length ofSMD. Since the SMD is a rigid body, usingwidth or length as its rotating radius
provides the same rotational angle. Although the rotating angle is the same, using the length as the
radius gives a larger rotating distance. Therefore, themaximum acceptable rotational accuracy
must be calculated by using the length of the SMD as the rotation radius. It also should be noted
that the rotational accuracy is only considered to be pure rotation, without any translation inX or 7
direction. The following figure shows the rotation error.
RotatedPosition
CorrectPosition
where
Figure 3-1.1 Rotation Error for SMD Placement
o = rotation center (center ofSMD)
a = cornerpoint before rotation
d = middle point ofthe pin
t = halflength ofthe pin width
91 = angle between line oa and od'
r = rotation radius (from SMD center to the corner ofone index pin)
rl = lengthfrom rotation center to the middle point ofthe pin
I = length ofthe pin
b = corner point after rotation
d ' = projection distancefrom point d to line ab
w = width ofthe pin (t = w/2)
92 = angle between line od ' and ob
The rotating radius r is equal to 13mm, rl is equal to 12.85mm, andw/2 is equal to
0.25mm. By applying the Cosine Law, 6i can befound
CosOi =
r2
+
r,2
-
t2
2 - r r,
132
+
12.852
- 0.252
2- 13 12.85
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=> Oi = 0.8866 ^- Since 61 is very small, r 61 = arc length &
ad'
=>
ad'
= 75 0.8866 7^77 = 0.201mmloU
The angles inside Aadd' can be decided by using the length adanddd'
ad = t = w/2 = 0.5/2 = 0.25mm. and dd' = r- r, = 13 - 12.85 = 0.15mm
0.252
+
0.152
-
0.22
CosZadd'
=
2-025 015
^ Z =
0.252
+
0.22
-
0.152
MCosZdad'
=
2-025-02
^
Zdad'
= 36'
So Zdd'a = 750 - Zdad' Zadd' = 180
=90
Also Zbd'd = 180 - Zdd'a = 180 - 90 =
90
Thus Zbdd' = 36.8T and Zbd'd =
53.13
Apply Sine Low to Abdd'
bd bd' dd'
Sin90 Sin36.87 Sin53.13
0.15 0.15
=> bd = -prz-= 0.1875mm and bd' = -r-r = 0.1125mm
U.o U.O
Therefore, the total arc length A due to a rotational error is
A= ad' + bd' = 0.201 + 0.1125 = 0.3135mm
Thus, the maximum acceptable rotating angle can befound:
A = rd => 0.3135 = 13 6 => 6 = 1.381T
From the above calculations, the rotational precision requirement for a SMD assembly is 1.381
7
about its center.
J- 3 Mirror Inspection Precision
This section describes the precision requirement when aDB is placed in front of the
mirror. This mirror is used to check the pin conditions before introducing aDB to the PCB. The
mirror is experimentally set up at 60 degrees such that the pin image can be totally reflected into
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the camera. Since the basic precision requirements have been calculated in section J-l, a mirror
transformation is the remaining task for a DB inspection. The basic accuracy requirements is to
locate aDB within 0.3mm in theXdirection and 0.2mm in the 7 direction. This accuracy can
also be viewed in another way: the pin of a DB can have0.3mm and 0.2mm tolerances inX and
7 directions if there is no insertion error. This assumption gives a fundamental inspection precision
when checking the pin conditions. Figure J-3. 1 shows the pin errors in theX, 7, and Z direction,
and Figure J-3.2 shows the positions of a mirror and a liftedDB presenting in front of themirror.
The pin image inspection is described as follows.
Pin shifted in Xdirection Pin shifted in Y direction Pin error in Z direction
Figure J-3.1 Pin Shifted or Error in X, Y, and Z Directions
ArmMounted Camera
\
Mirror
Pseudo Image
^ End effector
? X
side view ofa DIL
Figure J-3.2 Mirror Set-up and DDL Location
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Pin Shifted inYDirection From Figure J-3. 1, theY direction is parallel to the mirror
surface, so no image transformation has occurred. One unit shifting distance corresponds to one
unit image shifting distance. Therefore, the precision requirement for pin alignment inY direction
is 0.2mm.
Pin Shifted inXDirection In theX direction, the pin misalignment is not parallel to the
mirror surface. Themirror transformation should be employed in this direction. When there is a pin
misalignment, the distance in between pin tip and the mirror is smaller or larger than the normal
position; and the pin pitch also changes. By inspecting the distance and pin pitch, the pin alignment
can be determined. Figure J-3.3 shows the mirror transformation, and the precision requirement for
the mirror inspection inXdirection is calculated as follows.
Figure J-3.3 Mirror Transformation
where
rl = correct distancefrom the pin tip to the mirror
r2 = shifted distancefrom the pin tip to the mirror
d = shiftedpin length on the image surface
1 = length difference between the correct pin and shiftedpin on the image surface
I ' = pin length
9 = angle between the correct pin image and image surface
</> = angle between the shifted pin image and image surface
From the abovefigure and theXdirection shifting distance 0.3mm, r2 can be calculated:
r2 = r, + 0.3 =30 + 0.3 = 30.3mm
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Using the mirror symmetric characteristic andsimple triangular relationships, the angle
dean be obtained.
=> 6 = 30
In addition, the angle $ is the same as a real angle, so tj> can be calculatedfrom
thefollowing:
VSinif) = 0.3 => 6.5Sin<t> = 0.3 => </> = 2.645
Total angle </>'for a shiftedpin is equal to => </>'= </>+& = 32.645
So the distance changed resultingfrom this shifting error is
=> h = I'pseudo Cos6 - rshified Cos<j) = 6.5Cos30 - 6.5
Cos32.645
=> lx = 0.1559mm
Based on the above calculations, the precision requirement ofmirror inspection for
checking pin alignment of theDB is 0. 1559mm tolerance inX direction. Since the camera
resolution can achieve 0.1237mm/pixel (AppendixK). the shifting errors in theX and 7 direction
can be detected during operation.
Pin Shifted inZDirection A pin length error inZ direction is a special case ofpin shift in
indirection, because no additional transfer angle </> exists. This error generally occurs if there is a
shorter or longer pin than the correct pin length. In this case, a mirror inspection can also be
applied to inspect for pin error in the Z direction. Although incorrect pin length is not an important
factor of chip assembly, the precision requirement can be obtained from the assumption of
maximum shifted distance inXdirection. The calculation is as follows:
The angle 6between image surface and the pin image has been acquiredfrom the above
calculation. The maximum shifted distance inXdirection is 0.3mm. Thus
I Cos6 =0.3 Cos30 = 0.259mm = max. acceptable tolerance
So themaximum acceptable tolerance inZ direction is 0.259mm. Comparing the
maximum tolerances inX, 7, and Z directions with vision accuracy, this mirror inspection method
can reliably detect the pin alignment error of aDB.
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Appendix K CameraResolution
Optimum resolution depends on the desired measurement of focal length, the width and
height of the camera field-of-view, and the distance from thework surface to the camera. The
following simple formula is based on the height of field-of-view [24]. It is useful on a camera lens
selection.
f=S(C+H) (K-l)
where:
/ : lens focal length in millimeter S : camera scale factor
C : camera height H : height of camera field-of-view
When choosing the size of the field-of-view, there is always a trade-off between image size
and image resolution. When the field-of-view is large, more objects or features can be captured in
each picture, which reduces the number ofpictures required for the application. However, image
resolution is reduced as the field-of-view is increased. On the other hand, vision processing time
increases as resolution is increased. The following formulas show the relationship between vertical
resolution, horizontal resolution, and field-of-view:
74 = (H+485) (K-2)
K = (W +501) (K-3)
where :
Rj, = horizontal resolution (width of one pixel)
7C = vertical resolution (height of one pixel)
H= height of field-of-view
W= width of field-of-view
For example, a medium-resolution camera, GP-CD 40, has been used for chip assembly. The field-
of-view acquired from the camera mounted altitude, 350mm, is 62x58mm2. Also, a 25mm lens is
chosen for this application. The desired resolution can be calculated from the following:
Rt, = (H-r485) = (58mm-r484pixel) = 0.1198 mm/pixel
R = (W + 501) = (62mm + 501pixel) = 0.1237mm/pixel
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In this example, the resolution of 0. 1237mm/pixel is obtained. The resolution can be improved by
reducing the value ofH and W, which means that the camera is to bemounted lower than the
current position to provide better resolution. After the resolution has been decided, thewidth and
height of a field-of-view can be used to calculate the smallest detectable angle. Since each pixel is
either black or white: by comparing the threshold value, the vision system can obtain1 pixel
accuracy. The dimension ofpixels on the image surface is 0.1198mm in width and 0. 1237mm in
length. So the smallest detectable angle can be calculated from Figure K-l:
Field ofView
pixel Height
where
R\ = radius in height
R'w = radius in width
9h = detectable angle
in the height
9W = detectable angle
in the width
Figure K-l. Rotation Angle Determination
Rh = R'w 6h => 9h = Rh/R'w = 0.1198/62 = 1.93 x Iff3 rod
K = R'h 0* => & = K/R'h = 0.1237/58 = 2.13 xl(T3rod
Oh = 1.93
xlOT3
rod =
0.11
6W = 2.13
xlff3
rod =
0.122
The smallest detectable angle of the vision system is 0. 122 in the field-of-view. Therefore, the
accuracy of the rotation determination is 0. 122.
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Appendix L AssemblyProgram
This program is used to control assembly flow. There are two DILs
and one SMD assembly in each cycle. The location databases of DIL
and SMD are named dil_*_* and smd_*_* , respectively. Digital I/O
signal 12 is used to control the conveyor, +9 control the light
ing, and 10 control solenoid actuation. Four digits I/O signals
are used for vision operations. Some default commands are inte
grated in this program and explain as follows:
10: digital signal output
MOVE: move robot's end effector to a location
MOVE_INSPECT: move to a specified location executing a vision
inspection
0K_SIGNAL: send out a digital signal after passing an inspection
SET_FRAME: set a reference frame to the world reference frame or
a vision reference frame
VISION_FRAME: a vision reference frame created by various vision
tools
1. 10 OUTPUT 12
2 . MOVE TO assembly_eafe
3 . MOVE TO assembly_safel
4. IO OUTPUT 9
5. SET_FRAME dil_ref_f rame EQUAL_TO VISIONFRAME dil_pick_f indl OK_SIGNAL 2010
6. IF 2010
7. WAIT_UNTIL 1002
8. IF 1002
9. MOVE TO dilj>ick_abovel
10. IO OUTPUT -9
11. MOVE TO dil_pick_locl
12. IO 10
13. IF 1001
14. MOVE TO dil_pick_locl
15. END
16. MOVE TO dilj>ick_abovel
17. END
18. END
19 . MOVE TO dil_mirr_ptl
20. MOVE_INSPECT INSPECT dil_fing_valul OKSIGNAL 2030
21. MOVE TO dil_mirr_pt2
22. MOVE TO dil_mirr_pt3
23. MOVE_INSPECT INSPECT dil_fing_valu2 OK_SIGNAL 2040
24. IF 2030 AND 2040
25. MOVE TO assembly_safel
26. SET_FRAME dil_ref_frame EQUAL_TO VISION_FRAME diljpcb_frami OK_SIGNAL
2050
27. IF 2050
28. MOVE TO dil_place_abovl
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29. MOVE TO dil_place_locl
3 0 . Next_LOOP
31. IF 1001
32. SET_FRAME dil_ref_frame EQUAL_TO VISION_FRAME dil_pcb_frami
33 . MOVE TO dil_place_abov
34. MOVE TO dil_place_loc
35. IF 1001
36. IO -10
37. MOVE TO dilj>lace_loc
38. MOVE TO dil_place_abov
39. EXITLOOP
40. END
41. END
42. ELSE
43 . MOVE TO dil_pick_abovel
44. MOVE TO dil_pick_locl
45. IO -10
46. END
47. ELSE
48. MOVE TO dil_pick_abovel
49. MOVE TO dil_j>ick_locl
50. IO -10
51. END
52 . MOVE TO assembly_eafel
53. SETFRAME dil_ref_frame EQUALTO VISION_FRAME dil_pick_f ind2
54. OK_SIGNAL 2060
55. IF 2060
56. MOVE TO dil_piok_above2
57. MOVE TO dil_pick_loc2
58. IO 10
59. IF 1001
60. MOVE TO dil_pick_loc2
61. MOVE TO dil_pick_above2
62. END
63. END
64 . MOVE TO dil_mirr_ptl
65. MOVE_INSPECT INSPECT dilf ingvalul OK_SIGNAL 2070
66. MOVE TO dil_mirr_pt2
67 . MOVE TO dil_mirr_pt3
68. MOVE_INSPECT INSPECT dil_f ing_valu2 OK_SINGAL 2080
69. IF 2070 AND 2800
70. MOVE TO assembly_safel
71. SET_FRAME dil_ref_frame EQUAL_TO VISION_FRAME dil_pcb_f ram2
72. OK_SGINAL 2 09 0
73. IF 2090
74. MOVE TO dil_place_abov2
75. MOVE TO dil_place_loc2
76. IF 1001
77. Next_LOOP 5
78. IF 1001
79 . SET_FRAME dil_ref_frame EQUAL_TO VISION_FRAME dil_pcb_frami
80. MOVE TO dil_place_abov
81. MOVE TO dil_place_loc
82. IF 1001
83. IO -10
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84. MOVE TO dil_place_loc
85. MOVE TO dil_place_abov
86 . EXIT_LOOP
87. END
88. END
89 . ELSE
90. MOVE TO dil_pick_above2
91. MVOE TO dil_jpick_loc2
92. IO -10
93. END
94 . ELSE
95. MOVE TO dil_pick_above2
96. MVOE TO dil_pick_loc2
97. IO -10
98. END
99. MOVE TO assemblysafel
100. SET_FRAME smd_ref_frame EQUAL_TO VISION_FRAME smd_pick_frame
101. OK_SIGNAL 2100
102. IF 2100
103 . MOVE TO smd_pick_above
104. MOVE TO smd_pick_loc
105. IF 1001
106. IO 10
107 . MOVE TO smd_j>ick_loc
108. MVOE TO smd_pick_above
109. END
110. END
111. MOVE TO smd_back_above
112. MOVE TO smd_back_loc
113. IO -10
114. MOVE TO smd_back_loc
115. MOVE TO smd_back_above
116. MOVE_INSPECT INSPECT smd_fing_valul OK_SIGNAL 212 0
117. MVOE_INSPECT INSPECT smd_fing_valu2 OK_SIGNAL 2130
118. IF 2120 AND 2130
119. MOVE TO smd_back_above
120. MOVE TO smd_back_loc
121. IF 1001
122. IO 10
123 . MOVE TO smd_back_loc
124 . MVOE TO smd_back_above
125. END
126. ELSE
127 . MOVE TO smd_back_above
12 8. MOVE TO smd_back_loc
129. IO 10
13 0. MOVE TO smd_pick_above
131. MVOE TO smd_pick_loc
132. IO -10
133. END
134. MOVE TO assembly_safel
135. SET_FRAME smd_ref_frame EQUAL_TO VISION_FRAME smd_pcb_frame
136. OK_SIGNAL 2140
137. IF 2140
138. MOVE TO smd_place_above
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139. MOVE TO smd_place_loc
140. IF 1001
141. MOVE TO smd_place_loc
142. MOVE TO smd_place_above
143. END
144. ELSE
145. MOVE TO smd_pick_above
146. MOVE TO smd_pick_loc
147. IO -10
148. END
149. MOVE TO dil_final_loc
150. MOVE_INSPECT INSPECT dil_finalinsp OK_SIGNAL 2150
151. IF 2150
152. MOVE_INSPECT INSPECT smd_finalinsp OK_SIGNAL 2160
153. IF 2150 AND 2160
154. IO 9
155. MOVE TO assemblysafel
156. IO -9
157. ELSE
158 IO -9
159. END
16 0. ELSE
161. IO -9
162. END
163. STOP ROBOT
